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We have the privilege of living and working 
in a place surrounded by nature. For over  
a hundred years, we have been based in 
the Odenwald and Westerwald. Conse-
quently, we are well aware of what we 
owe ourselves, our families, society and 
our partners. For us, appreciation of nature 
and respect for human beings is the key to 
responsible trading. 

As a fourth-generation family business,  
we treat things with care and conduct our 
operations on a sustainable basis. We view 

the entire product life cycle as a 
self-evident maxim. When you buy a 
MAUL product, you can rest assured that it 
was manufactured under socially responsi-
ble conditions with minimal environmental 
impact.

-
ness location and have expanded our pro-
duction facilities in Zell and Kirchen. We 
invest and pay taxes here, create and retain 
apprenticeships and jobs, and actively take 
responsibility for the future of our region.

For further information, go to 
www.maul.uk and take a look at our 
Sustainability Brochure.

» WHY WE THINK 
SUSTAINABLY 
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Bad König-Zell.
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For generations, we have been manufacturing products in Bad 

with a keen eye for detail. 

production and electronics work with great care and precision on 
every single component. As we select the materials and develop 
the products ourselves, we can guarantee top quality and high-end 
design. Our intelligent testing processes ensure that all MAUL 
products conform with high safety standards and are of a 
consistently high quality.

» WHY WE  
KNOW OUR TRADE 
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» WHY WE LOVE 
WHAT WE DO 
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MAUL is an international brand-name company with production 
-

tive products made from plastic and metal are manufactured here.  

produce a multitude of creative new products. As a result, we are 
able to add exciting new products to our product range year after 
year. This innovative capability is evident from our numerous utility 
models and patents.

The skills of the 190-strong MAUL workforce combined with our 
enthusiasm for progress and our high-tech in-house production 
facility are what makes us so good at what we do. We act quickly  

 
our work. Our focus is not on short-term solutions, but on good, 

which has proved successful for more than a hundred years.
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What changes are being brought about by Industry 4.0? 

The way in which we work and manufacture is changing dramat-
ically due to digitisation. Industry 4.0 involves linking industrial 
production with state-of-the-art information and communication 
technology in an intelligent way.

The interconnection between digital technologies and automation 
engineering is making organisational tasks more challenging. 
Moreover, there is an increasing need for multidisciplinary skills. 
All participants need to be more closely involved in processes in 

assistance with this.
 
 
How much emphasis is there on digitisation at MAUL? 

evidence of the high importance attached to digitisation at MAUL. 
We are convinced that we now need to adopt the right course in 
order to fully satisfy the needs of our customers along the entire 
customer journey in the future. This applies not only to the touch-

in-house processes at the same time. 
 
 
Agility has become a trend. What’s the situation there? 
 
For me, that’s another prerequisite for a successful future. For 
a long time now, our CEO Stefan Scharmann has attached high 

the distribution of responsibility. That’s now helping us master the 
digital transformation. 

In these volatile times, it is important not only to use a digital tool, 
but also the right working methods. In my view, the crucial factor is 

the process that matters, but also the output, in other words the 
product.  
 

What digital and analogue tools are available to provide support 
and which ones do you use at MAUL? 
 
In many cases, especially when introducing agile methods, ana-
logue work tools are the best option. SCRUM, Kanban or creative 
techniques work better in the early stages when, for example, team 
tasks are noted on stickers and clearly arranged on a whiteboard in 
accordance with the Kanban method. This ensures that everyone is 
informed, focused and able to complete tasks quickly. 

At MAUL, we use the best of both worlds: digital tools for organ-
ising teams at multiple locations (teleworking), and boards and 

IN THIS INTERVIEW, DIGITISATION MANAGER DANNY HÜBNER 
TALKS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF DIGITISATION AND  
WHAT IT MEANS FOR CONVENTIONAL PRESENTATION TOOLS.

»FLIPCHART & CO. IN THE DIGITAL AGE
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Varied, well structured, informative and 
effective on a long-term basis: these attri-
butes are just as important for presentation 
products as they are for a good moderating 
technique. We have the right tools to cap-
ture ideas and information effectively. 

For decades we have been manufacturing 

Every frame, every screw and every type of 
material has been carefully selected and  
thoroughly tested by our experts. This, 
combined with our metal-processing know-
how, results in clever, durable boards. We 
can offer top quality in every price bracket.

» VISUAL 
  COMMUNICATION 
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» STURDY DESIGNS,  
HIGH-QUALITY MANUFACTURE

14

SURFACES
In addition to pinboard, cork, textile and 
printed surfaces, we have opted for two 
high-quality whiteboard coatings:

This is a robust surface made from 
high-quality polyester, applied precisely and 

The boards are suitable for permanent or  
frequent use. 

Fired at 800°C, enamel is extremely robust 
and resilient, and even capable of with-
standing aggressive cleaning agents. This 
means that any permanent marker ink used 

-

Even when exposed to intense light, enamel 
remains lightfast, temperature-resistant and 
extremely durable. That’s why we offer a 
30-year guarantee on this surface.

BOARD FRAMES

are made from aluminium in the interests 
of keeping down the weight of the boards. 
There are three things to be taken into 
consideration: 

•  Adequate material thickness: the alumin-
ium must be sturdy enough, as otherwise 
the frame will become misshapen and 
buckled with time. We use aluminium with 
a thickness of at least 0,7 mm, based on 
the results of our endurance and stress 
tests.

helps to achieve stability. Our technicians 
have developed torsion-resistant shapes 
specially for MAUL to make our boards 
extra sturdy.

•  Firm connection to the board:  that’s 
why at MAUL all frames in the Pro and 
Standard product lines are fastened to the 
boards with adhesive as well as screws.

Corners and edges also have to be shaped 
in such a way that there is no risk of injury. 
All mitred corners on MAUL boards con-
form with the standards prescribed by the 

Health and Safety and Occupational Medi-
cine (Bundesagentur für Arbeitsschutz und 

SUBSTRATE
Underneath the plastic or enamel coating 
there is a cleverly designed substrate board, 
the so-called sandwich. It consists partly 
of sturdy sheet steel to which the surface 
material is applied (which is why all MAUL 
whiteboards are magnetic). Underneath 
that is a very thin, but dimensionally stable 
composite material, which in the case of the 
Pro models, for example, has a honeycomb 
support core. Pinboards have a durable  
softwood core that provides a good hold for 
the pins.  

The reverse of the sandwich must be made 
from the same material as the front (e.g. 
sheet steel in the case of whiteboards) in 
order to prevent distortion due to humidity, 
for example.

SURFACE AND 
FRAME MAKE 
ALL THE DIFFERENCE
The art of manufacturing information 
boards lies in making them sturdy but light-
weight. Sturdy so that the board does not 
become out of shape and the frame does 
not come off as time goes by. And light-

effortlessly in the form of a mobile board, 

shows how we solve this task in detail.
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» COMPETENT, CONVENIENT  
AND SUSTAINABLE

MOUNTING
Secure mounting of boards on any type 
of wall is essential. It is therefore advan-
tageous if the board is light in weight, but 
nevertheless sturdy. This is particularly true 
in the case of large boards. A lot of thought 

Horizontal mounting creates a harmonious 
look. In the case of the MAULpro models, 

allows you to adjust the board by up to 6 
mm after hanging. 

16

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING
We rely on quality to achieve long product 

bracket. From the idea right up to recycling, 
-

tire board production process for ecological 
improvement potential. The manufacturing 

-
facturing remnants are collected and recy-
cled. All our synthetics are cadmium-free 

most readily recyclable group of plastics. 
Enamel consists of natural raw materials, 
has a long service life and is easy to recycle.  
Materials such as aluminium, steel, plastic, 
softwood and screws are 98% recyclable. 
Many components also contain a certain 
proportion of recycled materials. 

98%

     RECYCLABLE

PRECISION DOWN TO THE 
FINEST DETAIL
We know our trade: metal processing has 
been our speciality ever since our foun-
dation. This knowhow, along with the 
specialist knowledge of our developers and 
toolmakers, has been applied to even the 
smallest of components. Every screw and 

other small parts are selected with care and 

all it is the strength of the connections that 
determines the durability of a product. 

17
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»MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

MODERN-DAY WORKING WORLDS

Variable room concepts, desk-sharing and rotating teams are stan-
dard practice. The work environment needs to be adaptable to dif-
ferent people and tasks. Mobile presentation products are one way 
of making this possible. Whether you need a brainstorming board 
in meeting areas, a scrumboard for your next project, a dividing wall 
between colleagues, or an info board for an entrance or an outdoor 

move around and suitable for a wide range of applications.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Each board can be used in a variety of ways. Take a look at our 
examples for inspiration. Discover our presentation and moderation 
accessories starting on pages 64 and 80. Information about the 
adhesive force and types of magnets can be found on pages 88 
and 91.

CLEANING TIPS
Clean thoroughly before initial use. Use a whiteboard cleaning 
agent, detergent or a degreasing agent. Depending on frequency of 

-
board marker residue with a dry cloth, then wipe the entire surface 
with whiteboard cleaning agent. The board must be completely dry 
before being reused. Repeat this process until all marker residue 
has been removed. This also applies if the text has been left on the 
board for a long time. Only use dry-wipe marker pens. For more 
tips, e.g. how to remove permanent marker ink used by accident, go 
to 

 RESIDUE-FREE ERASURE

MODERATION CARDS

WRITABLE

 POST-IT STICKERS

MAGNETIC

SUITABLE FOR USE AS A FLIPCHART 
(MAULPRO)

MAGNETIC STORAGE

ELECTROSTATIC CARDS
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Series MAULpro
Maximum design, stability and function.

Mobile Information Board

Pinboard

Mobile Board Flipchart

Flipchart FlipchartWhiteboard easy2move

Performance strength in stability 
and design.

Series MAULsolid
Very stable basic model.

Whiteboard

Pinboard

Planner

Series MAULstandard
Basic model for price-conscious buyers.

Mobile Board Flipchart Mobile Information Board

Mobile Information Board

Whiteboard

Whiteboard easy2move

» OUR SERIES
Choose from our 4 function and quality levels.
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»VISUAL COMMUNICATION

WHITEBOARDS

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro easy2move, coated
steel
• Clever: slim but high working surface, suits documents in portrait format (e.g. flipchart paper)
• Made in Germany: maximum stability, functionality and quality
• Robust: resistant working surface, high-quality frame, extremely sturdy base
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Mobile: can easily be moved by one person, large and easy motion twin wheels
• Valuable wherever people work in a creative way: next to the desk, for meetings, at the

reception area, in variable space concepts or coworking offices

• Practical: double working surface, whiteboard surface on both sides
• Modern working: supports the most important creative techniques, for brainstormings, as
moodboard or for any other visualisation method

• Versatile: can also be used from a sitting position or as a room divider
• As flipchart: includes two sliding pad holders (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02 available as accessory)
• Robust: coated steel surface, suitable for permanent use
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• The frame consists of a hollow-chamber profile made of silver anodised aluminium, thickness
approx. 1,3 mm, firmly glued

• Steel working surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Sturdy stand: silver powder-coated construction of oval tubes
• Twin swivel wheels, lockable, also suitable for hard floor coverings
• Total height 196,5 cm
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• From the pro with decade-long experience in whiteboard and metal construction

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).75 x 180 cm84 grey633 94

1 pc(s).100 x 180 cm84 grey633 96
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WHITEBOARDS



Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, coated steel
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in a proper way
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Sliding plastic tray
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging: shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the tray
• A large choice: many sizes also with cork, structured or textile surfaces available
• Lead time for larger sizes from 120 x 180 cm: on demand
• 630 85: 4 aluminiummagnetic info rails included. Length 21 cm. Individually inscribable, cardboard
strips can be inserted at the front, 21 x 3,4 cm, documents can be fixed under the ledge

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey630 10

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey630 16

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey630 28

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey630 40

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey630 46

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm84 grey630 58

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm84 grey630 51

1 set(s)90 x 120 cm84 grey630 85

1 pc(s).120 x 240 cm84 grey630 53

1 pc(s).120 x 300 cm84 grey630 55

» OUR BEST: WHITEBOARD 2000 MAULPRO

Enamel and coated steel surfaces. 
Working surface from strong steel 

in a sandwich panel with an 
inherently stable core.

Anodised aluminium, 
extremely thick-

screwed together 

Comfortable suspension, can 
be readjusted after assembly

Pad holder can be ordered 
under Art. No. 638 73 84

Wall distance allows air 
circulation and compensates 
uneven wall surfaces

Corners in new 
appealing design
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»VISUAL COMMUNICATION

WHITEBOARDS

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, enamel
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Enamel surface: extremely scratch resistant, non-wearing and ecologic
• Durable: 30-year guarantee on the surface if used in a proper way
• Made in Germany, GS label (tested security)
• Brilliant: stability of metal combined with the hardness and wear resistance of glass covering
• Convenient: easy to clean, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Sliding plastic tray
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art. No. 638 73
84)

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to tray
• A large choice: many sizes also with cork, structured or textile surfaces available
• Lead time for larger sizes from 120 x 180 cm: on demand

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey630 17

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey630 29

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey630 41

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey630 47

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm84 grey630 59

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm84 grey630 52

1 pc(s).120 x 240 cm84 grey630 54

1 pc(s).120 x 300 cm84 grey630 56
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Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, coated steel,
complete-set
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Included: 4 markers, magnetic eraser, tray, 10 magnets, flipchart pad holders, flipchart pad

(details below)
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in a proper way
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Included: 4 markers XL in the colours black, red, green and blue, a large magnetic eraser with
felt-padding, a tray, 10 facet-edgedmagnets Ø 30mm, 5 red and 5 blue; set of two sliding flipchart
pad holders, 20-page flipchart pad 36 x 54 cm

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to tray
• GS certificate only valid for the board

PUSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)60 x 90 cm84 grey630 92

1 set(s)90 x 120 cm84 grey630 95

» WHITEBOARDS 2000 MAULPRO   
 

98%

     RECYCLABLE
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»VISUAL COMMUNICATION

WHITEBOARDS

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, white, coated steel
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Discreet and elegant: pleasant white powder coated frame
• White slidable tray
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84), the writing surface remains free

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm02 white630 66

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm02 white630 68

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, complete-set, silver
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Stylish: silver coated surface, silver anodised aluminium frame
• Included: 2 markers, board eraser, tray and 10 magnets (details below)
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in a proper way
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84), the writing surface remains free

• Included: 2 board markers in black and red, a large magnetic eraser with felt- padding, a tray, 10
mirror-finish spherical magnets in grey

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to tray
• GS certificate only valid for the board

PUSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)60 x 90 cm84 grey631 23

1 set(s)90 x 120 cm84 grey631 24

1 set(s)90 x 180 cm84 grey631 28
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Endless whiteboard MAULpro, coated steel
• For unlimited space: can be extended at will with optional extensions modules
• Combinable: also available with enamel coated surface, can be equipped with flipchart pad

holders (Art.-No. 638 73 84)
• The unique endless whiteboard with frame: stabilized, a lay person is also able to mount it

well aligned
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way

• Endless: The smallest board is made up of a basic module, the extension modules extend the
board in steps of 90 cm (portrait) or 120 cm (landscape)

• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Stronger magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Quiet: sandwich kernel technique reduces the noise at work
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Includes two sliding trays (with basic module)
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the tray

PUModuleSizeFormatColoursItem

1 set(s)two end modules90 x 120 cmlandscape format84 grey633 51

1 pc(s).extension90 x 120 cmlandscape format84 grey633 53

1 set(s)two end modules120 x 90 cmportrait format84 grey633 52

1 pc(s).extension120 x 90 cmportrait format84 grey633 54

Flipchart pad holder
• Suitable for whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, mobile information boards MAULpro and endless

boards MAULpro
• Made in Germany
• Adjustable, suitable for all pad sizes

• Suitable for Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, Mobile Information Boards MAULpro and Endless
Boards MAULpro

• Made in Germany
• Adjustable, suitable for all pad sizes

PUPieces/PUColoursItem

1 set(s)2 pcs.84 grey638 73

» ENAMEL- WEAR-RESISTANT 
   & LONG-LASTING
Enamel is our premium-quality surface.  Formed at around 800°, it is very hard-
wearing and durable and can withstand cleaning with strong detergents without 

can be removed without problems. The environment is not contaminated: the 

enamelled products don’t contain any dangerous materials. Enamel surfaces are 
also light- and heat-resistant and have a long life cycle. Joined together with the 
MAUL frames they become strong performance premium products.
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»VISUAL COMMUNICATION

WHITEBOARDS

Endless whiteboards MAULpro, enamel
• For unlimited space: can be extended at will with optional extensions modules
• Enamel surface: extremely scratch resistant, non-wearing and ecologic
• The unique endless whiteboard with frame: stabilized, a lay person is also able to mount it

well aligned
• Durable: 30 years guarantee on the surface if used in proper way
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security)
• Convenient: easy to clean, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements
• Combinable: also available with plastic coated surface, can be equipped with flipchart pad

holders (Art.-No. 638 73 84)

• Endless: the smallest board is made up of a basic module, the extension modules extend the
board in steps of 90 cm (portrait) or 120 cm (landscape)

• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Stronger magnetic adherence: very thick steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Quiet: sandwich kernel technique reduces the noise at work
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Brilliant: stability of metal combined with the hardness and wear resistance of glass covering
• Includes two sliding trays (with basic module)
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the tray

PUModuleSizeFormatColoursItem

1 set(s)two end modules90 x 120 cmlandscape format84 grey633 46

1 pc(s).extension90 x 120 cmlandscape format84 grey633 48

1 set(s)two end modules120 x 90 cmportrait format84 grey633 47

1 pc(s).extension120 x 90 cmportrait format84 grey633 49
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WHITEBOARDS



Whiteboard folding board MAULpro, coated steel
• A wonder of space: maximum working surface on minimum space, triple surface available

in comparison to the used wall space
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Strong and unlimited stability: massive metal wings hinges made of 3 mm steel
• Made in Germany
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Increased magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Five writable surfaces, 2 opening wings
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Clever: metal tray to be pulled down
• When the pen tray is pushed in, the board is closed. Tray is held bymeans of neodymiummagnets
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent use
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints
• 633 72: Wings 100 x 60 cm each
• 633 70: Wings 100 x 75 cm each

PUWriting surfaceSize (closed)Size (opened)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).3,60 m²100 x 120 cm100 x 240 cm84 grey633 72

1 pc(s).4,50 m²100 x 150 cm100 x 300 cm84 grey633 70
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WHITEBOARDS

Mobile whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, coated steel
• Highest stability for the board and the stand
• Made in Germany
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Adjustable height in 5 steps: dimensions 75 x 137-200 x 65 cm (portrait), 120 x 140-175 x

65 cm (landscape)
• To be used as flipchart by means of two sliding pad holders (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02 available

as accessory)
• Mobile: set of 4 twin wheels included, 2 of them lockable

• Landscape or Portrait format, sliding tray
• Can be used as A-board or info stand on the lowest step
• Tough: coated steel surface 75 x 120 cm, suitable for permanent work
• Quiet: sandwich kernel technique reduces the noise at work
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Stable stand: silver powder-coated oval tube construction
• Safe: the board lies in two self-securing board holders and is secured on the top by an integrated
magnetic system

• Stronger magnetic adherence: steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm, firmly screwed
• Includes 4 foot screws for balance on uneven surfaces
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Colour code refers to corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).120 x 75 cm84 grey637 10

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro, fixed, coated steel
• Convenient: double working surface, whiteboard surface on both sides
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Made in Germany
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Free standing board can be moved without effort, large smooth-running lockable twin wheels
• Extremely robust: very stable stand, non-wearing surface

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Plastic tray, removable and slidable
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Sturdy stand: silver powder-coated construction of oval tubes
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSizeOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 120 cm195 x 128 x 65 cm84 grey633 55

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm195 x 158 x 65 cm84 grey633 56

1 pc(s).100 x 180 cm195 x 188 x 65 cm84 grey633 57

1 pc(s).100 x 210 cm195 x 218 x 65 cm84 grey633 58
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Mobile whiteboardMAULpro, revolve, coated steel
• Rotating by 360°, stepless adjustable inclination, safe locking via pivot clamping lever
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Made in Germany
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• Extremely robust: very stable stand, non-wearing surface
• Easy to move, large and easy motion lockable twin wheels
• As infoboard, at receptions, canteens, schools or for seminars

• Convenient: double working surface, whiteboard surface on both sides
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Steel surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent work
• Metal tray, safely fixed on two steel bars
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Sturdy stand: silver powder-coated construction of oval tubes
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, recyclable shipping box including
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSizeOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 120 cm195 x 135 x 65 cm84 grey633 61

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm195 x 165 x 65 cm84 grey633 62

1 pc(s).100 x 180 cm195 x 195 x 65 cm84 grey633 63

1 pc(s).100 x 210 cm195 x 225 x 65 cm84 grey633 67

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro, revolve, enamel
• Rotating by 360°, stepless adjustable inclination, safe locking by means of a pivot clamping

lever
• Enamelled surface: extremely scratch resistant, wear resistant and ecologic
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee, 30 years on the surface if properly used
• Sturdy: very strong stand, wear resistant surface
• Easy to move, large and easy motion lockable twin wheels
• As infoboard, at receptions, canteens, schools or for seminars

• Advantages of the enamelled surface: solidity and flexibility from the steel sheet combined with
the hardness and wear resistance of the glass covering

• Convenient: easy to clean, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Particularly thick steel sheet on stable sandwich kernel
• Metal tray, safely fixed on two steel bars
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Strong stand: structure made of silver colour powder coated oval tube
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging: strong transportation packaging, can be recycled
• The colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSizeOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 120 cm195 x 135 x 65 cm84 grey633 64

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm195 x 165 x 65 cm84 grey633 65

1 pc(s).100 x 180 cm195 x 195 x 65 cm84 grey633 66

1 pc(s).100 x 210 cm195 x 225 x 65 cm84 grey633 84
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Mobile folding board MAULpro, coated steel
• A wonder of space: maximum working surface on minimum space
• Made in Germany
• 3-year guarantee, 5 years on the surface if used in proper way
• The best in terms of stability, functionality and quality
• Particularly robust: very strong stand, massive metal wings hinges, large castors
• Steel surface on stable sandwich kernel

• Easy to move: large and easy motion lockable twin wheels
• Six writable sides, two opening wings
• Writing surface 6 m². Board size 100 x 150 cm. Each wing 100 x 75 cm. Outer size, closed, 150
x 195 x 65 cm

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Tough coated steel surface, suitable for permanent use
• Safe: neodymium magnets hold the board closed
• Tray for markers and accessories
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness 1,3 mm, firmly screwed
• Sturdy stand: silver powder-coated construction of oval tubes
• Strong with unlimited stability: massive metal wings hinges made of 3 mm steel
• Can by recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSize (closed)Size (opened)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm100 x 300 cm84 grey633 81
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Mobile whiteboardMAULsolid easy2move, coated
steel
• Clever: slim but high working surface, suits documents in portrait format (e.g. flipchart pad)
• Basic model with an unbeatable price-performance ratio
• Top quality, designed by MAUL
• Robust: resistant working surface, aluminium frame, sturdy base
• Mobile: can easily be moved by one person
• Valuable wherever people work in a creative way: next to the desk, for meetings, at the

reception area, in variable space concepts or coworking offices

• Practical: double working surface, whiteboard surface on both sides
• Modern working: supports the most important creative techniques, for brainstormings, as
moodboard or for any other visualisation method

• Versatile: can also be used from a sitting position or as a room divider
• Robust: coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent work
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• The frame consists of a hollow-chamber profile, firmly glued
• Steel working surface on stable sandwich kernel
• Sturdy: white lacquered square tube, made of steel
• Twin swivel wheels, two of which are lockable
• Total height 189,4 cm
• Can be recycled to 98%
• From the pro with decade-long experience in whiteboard and metal construction

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).75 x 180 cm84 grey645 52

1 pc(s).100 x 180 cm84 grey645 54
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Whiteboard MAULstandard, coated steel
• Top Quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Unbeatable price/performance ratio
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Robust: coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent work
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Elegant: aluminium tray
• Length of tray 25 cm upto 90 x 120 cm, for larger sizes 50 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Available in several sizes, also with cork and textile surface

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).30 x 45 cm84 grey645 10

1 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey645 14

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey645 18

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey645 22

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey645 26

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey645 30

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm84 grey645 34

1 pc(s).120 x 150 cm84 grey645 36

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm84 grey645 38

1 pc(s).120 x 200 cm84 grey645 40

1 pc(s).120 x 240 cm84 grey645 42

1 pc(s).120 x 300 cm84 grey645 46
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Whiteboard MAULstandard, enamel
• Top quality, unbeatable price/performance ratio
• Designed by MAUL
• Enamel surface: extremely scratch resistant, non-wearing and ecologic
• Durable: 30 years guarantee on the surface if used in proper way
• Brilliant: Stability of metal combined with the hardness and wear resistance of glass covering
• Convenient: easy to clean surface, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Elegant: aluminium tray
• Length of tray 25 cm upto 90 x 120 cm, for larger sizes 50 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Available many several sizes, also with cork and textile surface

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).30 x 45 cm84 grey646 10

1 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey646 14

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 18

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey646 22

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey646 26

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey646 30

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm84 grey646 34

1 pc(s).120 x 150 cm84 grey646 36

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm84 grey646 38

1 pc(s).120 x 200 cm84 grey646 40

1 pc(s).120 x 240 cm84 grey646 42

1 pc(s).120 x 300 cm84 grey646 46
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Whiteboard MAULstandard, grid 20 x 20 mm
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• High quality printed grid, grid size 20 x 20 mm
• Perfect for the representation of tables, charts, drawings
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Robust: coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Aluminium tray
• Length of tray 25 cm up to 90 x 120 cm, for larger sizes 50 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 52

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey646 56

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey646 60

Whiteboard MAULstandard, grid 10 x 10 mm
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• High quality printed grid, grid size 10 x 10 mm, stronger grid lines for grid size 50 x 50 mm
• Perfect for the representation of tables, charts, drawings
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Robust: coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Aluminium tray
• Length of tray 25 cm up to 90 x 120 cm, for larger sizes 50 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 50

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey646 54

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey646 58
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Whiteboard folding board MAULstandard, coated
steel
• A wonder of space: maximum working surface on minimum space up to 3 times the surface

available in comparison to the used wall space
• Designed by MAUL
• Top quality: unbeatable price/performance ratio
• Sturdy: strong hinges
• Very stable: frame made of silver anodised aluminium
• Robust: coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent work

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Clever: the tray is fixed on magnetic strips, it can be moved down
• When the pen tray is pushed in, the board is closed
• Discreet profile combined with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecologic packaging: stable transportation packaging, mounting material included
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints
• 645 79: Wing 100 x 60 cm. Three writable surfaces, one opening wing board.
• 645 80: Wings 100 x 60 cm each. Five writable surfaces, two opening wing boards
• 645 82: Wings 100 x 75 cm each. Five writable surfaces, two opening wing boards

PUWriting surfaceSize (closed)Size (opened)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).1,80 m²100 x 60 cm100 x 120 cm84 grey645 79

1 pc(s).3,60 m²100 x 120 cm100 x 240 cm84 grey645 80

1 pc(s).4,50 m²100 x 150 cm100 x 300 cm84 grey645 82
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Mobile boardMAULstandard, revolve, coated steel
• The entry model with an unbeatable price/performance ratio
• 360° revolvable, continuously adjustable inclination, safe locking via pivot clamping lever
• Top quality, designed by MAUL
• As information board, at the reception, near the time clock, in canteens, schools or at

workshops
• Stable base frame, hard-wearing surface
• Easy to move: 4 smooth-running, large twin wheels with break

• Functional: double working surface, whiteboard surface on both sides
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Tough: steel sheet with coated surface, suitable for frequent use
• Metal tray, safely fixed on 2 two steel bars, slidable
• Silver anodised frame with subtle design made of aluminium, with grey corner joints
• Strong: base frame made of lacquered steel square tube
• Safe and ecological packaging: strong transportation packaging, recyclable
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSizeOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm189,5 x 135,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey645 92

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm194,5 x 165,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey645 93

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm194,5 x 195,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey645 94

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm194,5 x 215,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey645 95

1 pc(s).120 x 220 cm194,5 x 235,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey645 96

Mobile board MAULstandard, revolve, enamel
• Basic model with unbeatable price / quality ratio
• Rotating by 360°, stepless adjustable inclination, safe locking by means of a pivot clamping

lever
• Enamelled surface: extremely scratch resistant, wear resistant and ecologic
• Durable: 30-year guarantee on the surface if used in proper way
• Top quality designed by MAUL
• As infoboard, at receptions, canteens, schools or for seminars
• Sturdy: very strong stand, wear resistant surface
• Easy to move, 4 large and easy motion lockable twin wheels

• Advantages of the enamelled surface: solidity and flexibility from the steel sheet combined with
the hardness and wear resistance of the glass covering

• Convenient: easy to clean, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Particularly thick steel sheet on stable sandwich kernel
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Double working area: whiteboard on both sides
• Metal tray, safely fixed on two steel bars, slidable
• Silver anodised frame with subtle design made of aluminium, with grey corner joints
• Strong stand: structure made of silver color powder coated square tube
• Safe and ecological packaging: strong transportation packaging, can be recycled
• The colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints

PUSizeOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm189,5 x 135,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey646 02

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm194,5 x 165,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey646 03

1 pc(s).120 x 180 cm194,5 x 195,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey646 04

1 pc(s).100 x 200 cm194,5 x 215,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey646 05

1 pc(s).120 x 220 cm194,5 x 235,5 x 55,8 cm84 grey646 06
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Mobile folding board MAULstandard, coated steel
• A freestanding wonder of space: large working surface on minimum space
• Six writable surfaces, two opening wings
• Designed by MAUL: top quality, unbeatable price/performance ratio
• Sturdy: strong stand made of square steel tube, solid wing hinges
• Easy to move, 4 easy motion lockable twin wheels
• Coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• As infoboard, at receptions, time clocks, canteens, schools or for seminars

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry whipe
• Silver anodised aluminium frame, with grey corner joints
• Clever: the tray is fixed on magnetic strips, it can be moved down
• When the tray is pushed in, the board is closed
• Grey lacquered base
• Safe and ecological packaging: strong transportation packaging, recyclable
• Colour code refers to the colour of the corner joints
• 645 85: Wings 100 x 60 cm each. External dim., closed 126 x 194 x 56 cm
• 645 86: Wing 100 x 75 cm each. External dim., closed 156 x 194 x 56 cm

PUSize (closed)Size (opened)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 120 cm100 x 240 cm84 grey645 85

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm100 x 300 cm84 grey645 86
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Chalkboard with wooden frame
• Natural and warm: discreet frame made of untreated wood
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount
• Includes handing device

• Double use: writable and dry wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Fibre board with special covering
• Writable with normal chalk

PUSizeColoursItem

10 pc(s).30 x 40 cm70 wood252 30

10 pc(s).40 x 60 cm70 wood252 40

5 pc(s).60 x 80 cm70 wood252 60

5 pc(s).60 x 90 cm70 wood252 61

Small whiteboard, coated steel, self-service
packaging
• Versatile: for appointments, information or notes
• Practical: with loop for hanging up
• Can be used on both sides
• Sturdy frame made of coloured plastic
• Handy and easy to store
• Lightweight: easy to carry

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Coated steel sheet surface

PUSizeColoursItem

10 pc(s).24 x 35 cm99 assorted colours628 12

10 pc(s).28 x 40 cm99 assorted colours628 14
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Series Stars Surface 30 x 45 
cm

40 x 60 
cm

45 x 60 
cm

60 x 90 
cm

75 x  
180 cm

90 x  
120 cm

90 x  
180 cm

100 x  
60 cm

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro easy2move Coated steel 633 94

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro Coated steel 630 10 630 16 630 28 630 40

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, complete-set plus Coated steel 630 85

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro Enamel 630 17 630 29 630 41

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, complete-set Coated steel 630 92 630 95

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, white Coated steel 630 66 630 68

Whiteboard 2000 MAULpro, complete-set, silver Coated steel 631 23 631 24 631 28

Endless whiteboard MAULpro, basic modules Coated steel 633 51

Endless whiteboard MAULpro, extension Coated steel 633 53 

Endless whiteboard MAULpro, basic modules Enamel 633 46

Endless whiteboard MAULpro, extension Enamel 633 48

Whiteboard folding board MAULpro Coated steel

Mobile whiteboard 2000 MAULpro Coated steel

Coated steel

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro revolve Coated steel

Mobile whiteboard MAULpro revolve Enamel

Mobile folding board MAULpro Coated steel

Mobile whiteboard MAULsolid easy2move Coated steel 645 52

Whiteboard MAULstandard Coated steel 645 10 645 14 645 18 645 22 645 30

Whiteboard MAULstandard Enamel 646 10 646 14 646 18 646 22 646 30

Whiteboard MAULstandard, grid 20 x 20 mm Coated steel 646 52 646 56

Whiteboard MAULstandard, grid 10 x 10 mm Coated steel 646 50 646 54

Whiteboard folding board MAULstandard Coated steel 645 79

Mobile whiteboard MAULstandard revolve Coated steel 645 92

Mobile whiteboard MAULstandard revolve Enamel 646 02

Mobile folding board MAULstandard Coated steel
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100 x 
120 cm

100 x 
150 cm

100 x 
180 cm

100 x 
200 cm

100 x 
210 cm

 120 x  
75 cm

120 x  
90 cm

120 x 
150 cm

120 x 
180 cm

120 x 
200 cm

120 x 
220 cm

120 x 
240 cm

120 x  
300 cm

Accesso-
ries Page

633 96 21

630 46 630 58 630 51 630 53 630 55 22

x 22

630 47 630 59 630 52 630 54 630 56 23

x 24

25

x 25

633 52 26

633 54 26

633 47 27

633 49 27

633 72 633 70 28

637 10 x 29

633 55 633 56 633 57 633 58 29

633 61 633 62 633 63 633 67 30

633 64 633 65 633 66 633 84 30

633 81 31

645 54 32

645 26 645 34 645 36 645 38 645 40 645 42 645 46 33

646 26 646 34 646 36 646 38 646 40 646 42 646 46 34

646 60 35

646 58 35

645 80 645 82 36

645 93 645 95 645 94 645 96 37

646 03 646 05 646 04 646 06 37

645 85 645 86 38
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Pinboard 2000 MAULpro, cork
• The best in terms of stability and quality
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security), 3-year guarantee
• Cork with natural finish
• Strong performance: the pins are tightly pinned, self-healing surface for permanent use
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Landscape or portrait format
• Cork surface on 10 mm stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging: shipping box including mounting material
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamelled surface
• Colour code refers to the grey corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey629 35

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey629 45

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey629 55

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey629 65
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Pinboard 2000 MAULpro, structure
• The best in terms of stability and quality
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security), 3-year guarantee
• Convenient: the surface is discreet, dirt is nearly invisible
• Strong performance: the pins are tightly pinned and ensure a good holding
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Landscape or portrait format
• Cork surface on 10 mm stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging: shipping box including mounting material
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamelled surface
• Colour code refers to the grey corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey629 38

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey629 48

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey629 58

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey629 68

Pinboard 2000 MAULpro, textile
• The best in terms of stability and quality
• Made in Germany, GS Label (tested security), 3-year guarantee
• Wear resistant: pinnable, closely woven textile surface
• Strong performance: the pins are tightly pinned, self-healing surface for permanent use
• Highest stability: strong silver anodised aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Low weight, easy mounting: easy adjustment up to 6 mm after mounting by means of patented

MAUL eccentric elements

• Landscape or portrait format
• Textile surface on 10 mm stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Wall friendly: air can circulate between wall and board
• Can be used as flipchart: economic upgrade with discreet flipchart pad holders (Art.-No. 638 73
84)

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging: shipping box including mounting material
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamelled surface
• Colour code refers to the rounded corner joints

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey629 34

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm35 blue, 84 grey629 44

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm35 blue, 84 grey629 54

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey629 64
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Pinboard MAULstandard, cork
• Top quality
• Convincing price/performance ratio
• Designed by MAUL
• Pinnable cork surface with natural finish
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Landscape or portrait
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamel surface

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey644 14

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey644 18

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey644 22

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm84 grey644 30

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey644 26

Pinboard MAULstandard, self-service packaging
• Top quality
• Convincing price/performance ratio
• Designed by MAUL
• Pinnable cork surface with natural finish
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Landscape or portrait
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamelled surface

PUSizeColoursItem

5 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey644 64

5 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey644 68

5 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey644 70
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Pinboard MAULstandard, textile
• Top Quality, modern, fresh colours
• Convincing price/quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Wear resistant: pinnable textile surface of high quality fleece
• Strong performance: the pins are tightly pinned
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Low weight: easy to handle and mount

• Landscape or portrait format
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packing: shipping box including mounting material
• Also available as whiteboard with coated steel or enamel surface

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm34 light blue, 35 blue, 43 orange, 84 grey644 38

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm34 light blue, 35 blue, 43 orange, 84 grey644 42

1 pc(s).90 x 180 cm34 light blue, 35 blue, 43 orange, 84 grey644 50
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Combiboard MAULstandard
• Top Quality. Convincing price/performance ratio
• 2 in 1 : whiteboard and cork Pinboard. Designed by MAUL
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame with middle profile
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount

• Landscape or portrait format
• Whiteboard: triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good drywipe. Surface of coated
steel sheet, suitable for intensive use

• Pinboard: pinnable cork surface with natural finish
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box including mounting material
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Also available as pure whiteboard, pure cork or textile surface

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 60 cm84 grey644 54

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey644 56

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey644 58

Pinboard with wooden frame
• Popular also at home
• Pins and mounting material included
• Natural and warm: pinnable cork surface with natural finish, discreet wooden frame

• Landscape or Portrait format, stable wooden frame
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount
• Packaging: shrink wrap, includes hanging device

PUSizeColoursItem

10 pc(s).30 x 40 cm70 wood270 30

10 pc(s).40 x 60 cm70 wood270 40

10 pc(s).60 x 80 cm70 wood270 60

5 pc(s).60 x 100 cm70 wood270 61

5 pc(s).80 x 120 cm70 wood270 81

Series Stars Surface 30 x 
40 cm

40 x 
60 cm

45 x 
60 cm

60 x 
80 cm

60 x 
90 cm

60 x 100 
cm

80 x 120 
cm

90 x 120 
cm

90 x 180 
cm

100 x 
150 cm Page

2000 MAULpro Cork 629 35 629 45 629 65 629 55 43

2000 MAULpro Structure 629 38 629 48 629 68 629 58 44

2000 MAULpro Textile 629 34 629 44 629 64 629 54 44

MAULstandard Cork 644 14 644 18 644 22 644 30 644 26 45

MAULstandard, self-service pack. Cork 644 64 644 68 644 70 45

MAULstandard Textile 644 38 644 42 644 50 46

MAULstandard Cork / WB 644 54 644 56 644 58 47

Pinboard with wooden frame Cork 270 30 270 40 270 60 270 61 270 81 47

Stars explanation on page 40

OVERVIEW PINBOARDS
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Yearly planner MAULstandard
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Permanent yearly overview
• With horizontal monthly entries, months of the year printed and grids for days of the week
• For a modern, flexible and fast organisation

• Information about activities, personnel deployment, projects, machines
• Even complicated plans and working procedures are easily comprehensible
• Quick amendments are possible
• Coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Aluminium tray, length: 25 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with corner joints in grey
• Colour specification refers to the corner connections
• Divisions as with normal wall calendar, but can be individually fitted
• Ideal complement: accessory set art. no. 651 36 99
• Amendments can be made easily
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 63

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey646 65

Monthly-/Yearly planner MAULstandard
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Printed for all the weeks of the 12 months
• For a modern, flexible and fast organisation

• Information about activities, personnel deployment, projects, machines
• Even complicated plans and working procedures are easily comprehensible
• Quick amendments are possible
• Coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Aluminium tray, length: 25 cm
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Upper part: 2 x 6 months, printed
• Lower part: column for days, for people/projects
• Ideal complement: accessory set art. no. 651 36 99
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 64
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Yearly planer MAULstandard 14 months
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Yearly planner in year-round format with 2 months overhang, ideal for holiday planning
• Planning for up to 43 persons or objects
• For state-of-the-art, flexible and fast organization

• Information about activities, personnel deployment, projects, machines
• Even complex planning and workflows are quickly manageable
• Quick changes are possible
• Work surface made of coated sheet steel, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to transport and install
• 3-fold benefit: magnetic, writing wipes off and dries very easily
• Very sturdy: frame profile made of silver anodised aluminium
• Aluminium storage tray, 50 cm long
• Unobtrusive profile in combination with corner joints in grey
• Colour detail refers to the corner joints
• 2 x 7 months, combinable with variable components
• Environmentally friendly and secure packaging: shipping carton including assembly material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 x 150 cm84 grey646 67

Yearly planer MAULstandard 2x6 months
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Planning of up to 70 persons in the half-year overview or 35 persons in the year-round

overview
• Full schedule all 365 days, printed
• For state-of-the-art, flexible and fast organization

• Information about activities, personnel deployment, projects, machines
• Even complex planning and workflows are quickly manageable
• Quick changes are possible
• Work surface made of coated sheet steel, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to transport and install
• 3-fold benefit: magnetic, writing wipes off and dries very easily
• Very sturdy: frame profile made of silver anodised aluminium
• Aluminium storage tray, 25 cm long
• Unobtrusive profile in combination with corner joints in grey
• Colour detail refers to the corner joints
• 2 x 6 months, printed
• Repetition of the days in the bottom line for better orientation
• One leader column for persons/objects plus two more detail columns
• Environmentally friendly and secure packaging: shipping carton including assembly material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).90 x 120 cm84 grey646 66
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Universal planner MAULstandard
• Top quality
• Designed by MAUL
• Large grids for individual entries
• For a modern, flexible and fast organisation

• Information about activities, personnel deployment, projects, machines
• Even complicated plans and working procedures are easily comprehensible
• Quick amendments are possible
• Coated steel sheet surface, suitable for frequent use
• Low weight: easy to handle and to mount
• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Very stable: silver anodised aluminium frame
• Aluminium tray, length: 25 cm
• Utilisation possibilities:
• For weekly and monthly planning with hourly divisions
• or for 5 people/objects over a one-week period
• or for 7 people/objects over a 5-day working period, with hourly divisions
• or for 7 people/objects over a 5-week period with detailed assignments
• Discreet profile in combination with grey corner joints
• Colour code refers to the corner joints
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box with mounting material

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).60 x 90 cm84 grey646 62

Accessory set
• Suitable for the monthly/yearly planning boards

• 1 piece of each magnetic symbol sheet:
• rectangle 1 x 2 cm
• triangle 1 x 1 cm
• arrow 1 x 2 cm
• square 1 x 1 cm
• circle Ø 1 cm
• Magnetic strips, width 1 cm
• 20 pieces slide-in name labels, C-profile, height 1 cm, length 5 cm
• 20 paper slips for name strips
• 4 board marker S (red, blue, green, black)
• Board wiper with marker S

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).99 assorted colours651 36

Magnetic strips
• Flexible, coloured (one side) magnetic strips, 1 mm thick
• Can be written on with felt pens and markers
• Can be cut to any length with scissors
• 2 pieces/PU

PULengthWidthColoursItem

1 set(s)100 cm0,5 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55 green652 01

1 set(s)100 cm1 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55 green652 03

1 set(s)100 cm1,5 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55 green652 05

1 set(s)100 cm2 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55 green652 07
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Magnetic sheets, writeable
• Flexible, coloured (one side) magnetic sheets, 0,6 mm thick
• For individual symbols, can be cut to size with scissors
• Can be written on with felt pens or markers
• PU = 1 sheet

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).20 x 30 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55 green652 61

Magnetic symbols
• Pre-punch symbols, 1 mm thick
• Flexible, coloured (one side) magnetic sheets
• Can be written on with felt pens and markers
• PU= 1 sheet

PUPieces/PUFormSizeColoursItem

1 bag(s)50 pcs.CircleØ 1 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

653 11

1 bag(s)56 pcs.Rectangular1 x 2 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

653 14

1 bag(s)180 pcs.Triangle1 x 1 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

653 17

1 bag(s)112 pcs.Square1 x 1 cm15 yellow, 37 blue, 55 green653 21

1 bag(s)30 pcs.Arrow1 x 2 cm15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

653 24
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 »OUR FLIPCHART-SERIES
Choose from our 4 function and quality levels and our different frames or bases.

Four-legged Round Base Star Base Door-/ Wall model

 – Performance strength in stability and design

Art. No. 637 40

Art. No. 637 50 Art. No. 637 55 Art. No. 637 48

Three-legged Round Base

 – Very stable basic model

Art. No. 637 06

Four-legged

Art. No. 637 70 

 – Maximum design, stability and function

Art. No. 637 08 

Three-legged Star Base

 – Basic model for price-conscious buyers

Art. No.
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Flipchart MAULpro, four-legged
• The best in terms of design, stability and functionality
• High mobility: large lockable twin wheels. Particularly easy to move and to set up (easy

transport system)
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Convenient: rod extendable to the left or the right, e. g. for written block pages
• Stepless adjustable height: suitable for standing or sitting work, e. g. for wheelchair users

or children
• Innovative: never slips down due to self-stopping technique
• Outstanding solidity but extremely light

• Design model: modern design, consequently applied on each detail
• Innovative: pushing down the board is possible with one hand by means of slight pressure on the
side lever. Board clamps into place after moving per means of wedging technique

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe. Stepless height adjustable from 127,5
cm (lowest position) to 200 cm (highest position). Board size 69 x 100,5 cm, writable surface 69
x 96 cm.Working surfacemade of very thick coated steel sheet on stable kernel made in sandwich
technique

• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Multifunctional cover flap: with springs so that the pad lies flat. Rounded, so that the sheets can
be turned over without creasing. Sharp edge for tearing off the sheets with one hand included

• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...
• Very stable due to the four sturdy aluminium legs 20 x 32 mm
• Frame, stand, tray and flap made of silver anodised aluminium profiles
• Easy to close, place saving storage if not used
• Patent pending
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,3 kg95 silver637 70
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Flipchart MAULpro, round base flip2use
• Allrounder: can be used as flipchart, whiteboard or projection screen for projectors and

ultrashort projectors
• Outstanding: whiteboard portrait or landscape format by turning the board 90°
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Enamel surface: matt, extremely scratch resistant, non-wearing and ecological
• Durable: 30-year guarantee on the surface if used in proper way
• Convenient: easy to clean surface, resistant against acid and base, protected from oxidation
• Mobile: easy to move without effort due to the round form of the base and the 5 lockable

wheels
• Durable: very sturdy material, strong joints, elaborate manufacture

• Versatile: stepless height adjustment (from the front side) from 148 - 190 cm in portrait orientation
or from 136 - 178 cm in landscape orientation (lower/upper position). Does not fall down
unintentionally

• Easy to turn: release the clamping lever, turn the board and tighten the lever again
• Swivel joint made of plastic material, stable and with excellent wear resistance
• Surface, 73 x 101 cm, suitable for magnets writable and dry-wipe
• Extra large steel surface, enamel coated, on stable sandwich kernel
• Brilliant: stability of metal combined with the hardness and wear resistance of glass covering
• Versatile: pad holders can be individually slidden horizontally to match with the common paper
pads formats (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)

• Slidable plastic tray for markers and accessories
• Very stable: round base Ø 63 cm and column made of strong steel tube
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecologic packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).16,5 kg84 grey637 08
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Flipchart MAULsolid, round base flip2use
• Outstanding: portrait or landscape format by turning the board 90°
• Can be used as flipchart or projection screen
• Sturdy: very strong joint made of wear resistant plastic material
• Designed by MAUL: developed and designed in our German plant
• Mobile: easy to move without effort due to the round form of the base and the 5 lockable

wheels
• Large stowable tray for markers and accessories, made of aluminium

• Versatile: stepless height adjustment (from the front side) from 154 - 196 cm in portrait orientation
or from 136 - 176 cm in landscape orientation (lower/upper position). Does not fall down
unintentionally

• Easy to turn: release the clamping lever, turn the board and tighten the lever again
• Coated steel board 66 x 97 cm, suitable for magnets writable and dry-wipe to a certain extent
• Versatile: pad holders can be individually slidden horizontally to match with the common paper
pads formats (Pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)

• Cover flap with spring mechanism for pressing the paper flat and for holding the flap open to
change the pad, can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper

• Very stable: round base Ø 63 cm and column made of strong steel tube
• Safe and ecologic packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).16,74 kg82 grey637 06
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Flipchart MAULoffice, four-legged, white
• High performance in stability and design
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• High mobility: Large, lockable double wheels, particularly easy to transport and simple to

set up
• Modern and pure: flipchart in elegant white
• Outstanding solidity: board made of strong 0,9 mm steel sheet, 3 times folded borders to

increase the stability
• Light but strong: stand made of high-quality aluminium 35 x 20 mm profiles
• Non-wearing: height locking by means of strong clamp screws

• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...
• Comfortable: (front side) stepless height adjustable from 125 cm (lowest position) to 201,5 cm
(highest position)

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e. g. for wheelchair users or children
• Board, 70 x 100 cm, powder-coated steel, suitable for magnets
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad art.-no. 638 78 02)
• Time-tested: cover flap made of 1 mm steel sheet can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper.
Disk springs hold the flap in any required position

• Four legs stand procures an outstanding stability
• Easy and fast handling: clap out the legs, push up the board, done!
• Easy to close, place saving storage if not used
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,56 kg02 white637 42
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Flipchart MAULoffice, four-legged
• High performance in stability and design
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Outstanding solidity: board made of strong 0,9 mm steel sheet, 3 times folded borders to

increase the stability
• Light but strong: stand made of high quality aluminium 35 x 20 mm profiles
• Non-wearing: height locking by means of strong clamp screws
• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...

• Comfortable: (front side) stepless height adjustable from 118,5 cm (lowest position) to 195 cm
(highest position)

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e. g. for wheelchair users or children
• Board, 70 x 100 cm, powder-coated steel, suitable for magnets
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Time-tested: cover flap made of 1 mm steel sheet can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper.
Disk springs hold the flap in any required position

• Non tilting: four legs stand procures an outstanding stability
• Easy and fast handling: clap out the legs, push up the board, done !
• Easy to close, place saving storage if not used
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plants
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).8,91 kg95 silver637 40
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Flipchart MAULoffice, round base
• High performance in stability and design
• Extremely mobile: 5 large lockable twin wheels and the round form of the base ensure easy

transport without effort
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Convenient: includes 4 maulys and 2 rods. The rods, made of strong steel and suitable for

magnets, can be inserted on the top e. g. for written sheets
• Outstanding solidity: board made of strong 0,9 mm steel sheet, 3 times folded borders to

increase the stability
• Very stable: base Ø 63 cm and column made of strong steel tube
• Non-wearing: height locking by means of strong clamp screws

• Comfortable: (front side) stepless height adjustable from 172 cm (lowest position) to 196 cm
(highest position)

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e. g. for wheelchair users or children
• Board, 70 x 100 cm, powder-coated steel, suitable for magnets
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Time-tested: cover flap made of 1 mm steel sheet can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper.
Disk springs hold the flap in any required position

• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...
• Place saving: when not in use the rods can be parked on the rear side
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled
• Special colours on request, colour code 89: high quality finely structured anthracite metallic
coating

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).16,76 kg02 white, 25 red, 34 light blue, 89 anthracite, 95 silver637 50

Extension rod
• To be easily inserted at the top
• Made in Germany

• Includes 2 maulys to hold the flipchart sheets, suitable for magnets
• When not in use the holders can be parked on the back of the flipchart
• Suitable for the flipcharts Art.-No. 637 50 and 637 55

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).82 grey637 59
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Flipchart MAULoffice, star base
• High performance board, 3 height adjustable in 3 stages
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Outstanding solidity: board made of strong 0,9 mm steel sheet, 3 times folded borders to

increase the stability
• Mobile: star base Ø 66 cm with 5 lock-type wheels made of shock-proof plastic material to

allow easy moving without effort

• Height-adjustable in 3 stages via screws (lowest position 174 cm, middle position 186 cm, highest
position 195 cm)

• Board, 70 x 100 cm, powder-coated steel surface, suitable for magnets
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Time-tested: cover flap made of 1 mm steel sheet can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper.
Disk springs hold the flap in any required position

• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled
• Optional extension rod for holding written sheets Art.-No. 637 59 82

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,8 kg82 grey637 55

Flipchart MAULoffice, wall
• To be fixed on the wall or for hanging on the door in order to save place
• Door can be closed when board is in use
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Outstanding solidity: board made of strong 0,9 mm steel sheet, 3 times folded borders to

increase the stability
• Well equipped: full width tray for flipchart accessories, markers etc...

• Board, 70 x 100 cm, powder-coated, suitable for magnets
• With two foldable legs for inclination, protection caps protect the door or wall. After use, the legs
can be folded back to save space.

• Includes rail for door hanging, for doors with a depth of up to 1,5 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Time-tested: cover flap made of 1 mm steel sheet can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper.
Disk springs hold the flap in any required position

• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).7,65 kg95 silver637 48
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Flipchart MAULsolid, round base
• Very stable round base model for price-conscious people
• Designed by MAUL
• Intertek GS-Label (tested security)
• Convenient: 2 rods made of strong steel and suitable for magnets, can be clapped out e. g.

for written sheets
• Very stable: base Ø 63 cm and column made of strong steel tube
• Mobile: 5 lockable wheels and the round form of the base ensure easy transport without

effort
• Strong: cover flap made of anodised aluminium can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper

• Versatile: stepless height adjustable from 178 cm (lowest position) to 196 cm (highest position),
easy to handle from the front side, does not slip down

• Triple use: board made of coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe
• Board 66 x 97 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad art.-no. 638 78 02)
• Cover flap with spring mechanism for pressing the pad flat and keeping the flap open to change
the pad

• Well equipped: full width tray made of shock-proof plastic for flipchart accessories, markers etc.

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,3 kg82 grey637 28

Flipchart MAULsolid, three-legged
• The most stable three-legged flipchart
• Outstanding stability: additional bars on the back side prevent from stretching the middle

leg and procure a safe stand
• Designed by MAUL
• Convenient: 2 rods made of strong steel and suitable for magnets can be clapped out e. g.

for written sheets
• Sturdy: cover flap made of anodised aluminium can be used as a tear-off edge for the paper
• Easy to carry: legs can be clapped together for place saving storage

• Versatile: stepless height adjustment from 110 cm (lowest position) to 186 cm (highest position),
lockable via screws

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e.g. for wheelchair users or children, but also on the desk
to save place

• Triple use: board made of coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe
• Board, 66 x 97 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad art.-no. 638 78 02)
• Cover flap with spring mechanism for pressing the pad flat and keeping the flap open to change
the pad

• Well equipped: full width tray made of shock-proof plastic for flipchart
• 3 legs stand made of steel tubes Ø approx. 22 mm, additional stabilisation bars made of flat
steel

• Easy and fast to handle: clap out, pull the board up, ready !

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,96 kg82 grey637 24
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Flipchart MAULstandard, star base
• The star base model for price-conscious people
• Designed by MAUL
• Convenient: 2 rods made of strong steel and suitable for magnets can be clapped out e. g.

for written sheets
• Triple use: board made of coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe
• Mobile and light: star base Ø 62 cm with 5 lockable wheels made of shock- proof plastic and

ensuring easy transport without effort

• Versatile: stepless height adjustable from 178 cm (lowest position) to 196 cm (highest position),
easy to handle from the front side, does not slip down

• Board 66 x 97 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Cover flap with grip recess, made of shock-proof plastic material
• Well equipped: full width tray made of shock-proof plastic for flipchart accessories, markers etc.
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).13 kg82 grey637 26

Flipchart MAULstandard, three-legged plus
• The classic model for price-conscious people
• Designed by MAUL
• Bonus: 2 rods made of strong steel and suitable for magnets, can be clapped out e. g. for

written sheets
• Triple use: board made of coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry-wipe
• Light to carry: can be clapped for place saving storage if not used
• Sturdy: three-legged stand made of grey powder coated steel tubes Ø approx. 22 mm

• Versatile: stepless height adjustment from 110 cm (lowest position) to 186 cm (highest position),
lockable via screws

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e.g. for wheelchair users or children, but also on the desk
to save place

• Board, 66 x 97 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Cover clap made of shock-proof plastic, with grip recess for easy opening
• Well equipped: full width tray made of shock-proof plastic for flipchart accessories, markers etc.
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,35 kg82 grey637 22
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Flipchart MAULstandard, three-legged
• The classic model for price-conscious people
• Easy to carry: can be clapped for place saving storage if not used
• Sturdy: 3 legs stand made of grey powder coated steel tubes Ø approx. 22 mm

• Versatile: stepless height adjustment from 110 cm (lowest position) to 186 cm (highest position),
lockable via screws

• Suitable for standing or sitting work, e.g. for wheelchair users or children, but also on the desk
to save place

• Board, 66 x 97 cm
• Versatile: individually slidable pad holders for all normal pad sizes (pad Art.-No. 638 78 02)
• Cover clap made of shock-proof plastic
• Well equipped: full width tray made of shock-proof plastic for flipchart accessories, markers etc.
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled
• 637 20: Triple use: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry-wipe
• 637 16: Melamin resin panel

PUWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,2 kg82 grey637 20

1 pc(s).8,36 kg82 grey637 16

Art.-No. Article Description Stars Type Base Hight (cm) Paper-
holder

Weight 
(ca. kg) Colour Page

637 70 MAULpro Mobile Four-legged with wheels 127,5 - 200 1 11,3 silver 53

637 08 Mobile Round Base with wheels 136 - 178; 148 - 190 0 16,5 grey 54

637 06 Mobile Round Base with wheels 154 - 196; 136 - 176 0 16,74 grey 55

637 42 Mobile Four-legged with wheels 125 - 201,5 0 9,56 white 56

637 40 Stand Four-legged 118,5 - 195 0 8,91 silver 57

637 50 Mobile Round Base with wheels 172 - 196 2 16,76 white, red, light blue, 
silver, anthracite 58

637 55 Mobile Star Base with wheels 174, 186, 195 0 11,8 grey 59

637 48 Door/Wall 0 7,65 silver 59

637 28 MAULsolid Mobile Round Base with wheels 178 - 196 2 15,3 grey 61

637 24 MAULsolid Stand Three-legged 110 - 186 2 10,96 grey 61

637 26 MAULstandard Mobile Star Base with wheels 178 - 196 2 13 grey 62

637 22 MAULstandard plus Stand Three-legged 110 - 186 2 10,35 grey 62

637 20 MAULstandard Stand Three-legged 110 - 186 0 10,2 grey 63

637 16 MAULstandard melamin Stand Three-legged 110 - 186 0 8,36 grey 63

No matter what decision you make in the end:

OVERVIEW FLIPCHARTS
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Accessory set, plastic box
• Stable plastic case
• Each item has its own place
• Made in Germany

• Größe Schalenkoffer 35,5 x 31,5 x 6 cm
• Inhalt:
• 10 Boardmarker XL Rundspitze 2,0-2,5 mm: 5 x schwarz, 2 x rot, 2 x blau, 1 x grün
• 1 Tafelwischer
• 10 Tafelwischer-Vlies
• 10 Wischtücher aus Vlies, 18 x 20 cm
• 1 Flasche Whiteboardreiniger, 250 ml
• 1 Teleskop-Kugelschreiber
• 5 Kraftmagnete, Ø 34 mm und 10 Rundmagnete, Ø 30 mm, grau
• Zusätzliches Leerfach für Schere und Klebefilm im Innenfach des Koffers

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).99 assorted colours638 61

Acessory set, cardboard box, basic
• Each item has its own place
• Made in Germany

• In practical storage box, 30,5 x 24,0 x 6,0 cm
• Content:
• 4 board markers XL bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: red, blue, green and black
• 1 eraser
• 10 eraser replacement felt wipes
• 1 bottle of whiteboard cleaner (125 ml)
• 15 Solid Magnets, Ø 32 mm: 10 x grey, 2 x red, 2 x blue, 1 x yellow

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)09 other638 59

Accessory set, cardboard box
• Each item has its own place
• Made in Germany

• In practical storage box 30,5 x 24,0 x 6,0 cm
• Contents:
• 4 board markers XL bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: red, blue, green, black
• 1 board wiper
• 10 pieces of felt for the board wiper
• 1 bottle of whiteboard cleaner (250 ml)
• 5 grey spherical magnets, Ø 30 mm

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)99 assorted colours638 60
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Cleaning set
• To clean whiteboards
• Made in Germany
• Can be used for all standard whiteboards

• Consists of:
• 1 bottle of whiteboard cleaner, 250 ml
• 1 eraser
• 10 eraser replacement felt wipes
• 10 felt wet wipes, 18 x 20 cm

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).09 other638 58

Board marker
• Bright colours, fast drying
• Dry wipe

• PU/4 pieces per self-service packaging
• 638 25: With retaining clip, e.g. for chest pockets

PUTipSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)Finepoint bullet tip 1,5-2,0 mmS99 assorted colours638 25

1 set(s)Bigpoint bullet tip 2-2,5 mmXL99 assorted colours638 27

Flipchart marker
• Bright colours, fast drying
• Does not write through to the next page

• PU/4 pieces per self-service packaging

PUTipSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)Round bullet tip 2-2,5 mmXL99 assorted colours638 37

1 set(s)Chisel tip 3-6 mmXXL99 assorted colours638 38

1 set(s)Round bullet tip 2,5-3 mmXXL99 assorted colours638 39

Acrylic pen holder
• Ideal for storage of whiteboard or flipchart markers
• Designed by MAUL

• Magnetic, suitable for 4 pens
• Delivery without pens

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).17 x 9,5 x 5,5 cm05 transparent638 84
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Board wiper with marker S
• One fine bullet point marker in black, 1,5 - 2 mm round Point
• Made in Germany

• Board wiper, magnetic

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Ø 5 cm90 black638 62

Whiteboard cleaner
• Deep cleaner for whiteboards
• Made in Germany

• Bottle with atomiser
• 250 ml

PUColoursItem

1 btle09 other638 68

Flipchart pad
• Front checkered, reverse blank
• For all standard flipcharts
• Made in Germany

• 2,5 cm grid
• 80 g paper
• 67,5 x 98 cm
• 5 pads à 20 sheets per box

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.5 pcs.67,5 x 98 cm02 white638 78

Flipchart starter set
• Ideal basic set for presentations using a flipchart
• Made in Germany

• Contents:
• 5 flipchart pads 67,5 x 98 cm, 2,5 cm grid, à 20 sheets
• 8 flipchart markers XL round bullet tip 2,0 -2,5 mm: 2 red, blue, green and black
• 10 facet-edge power magnets Ø 34 mm: 2 red, blue, green and black
• 1 telescopic pen

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)09 other638 80
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Board wiper
• Modern design, ergonomic shape
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Includes automatic gripping device for the non-woven eraser

• Magnetic: for application on surfaces for magnets
• Thick non-woven eraser with high absorbance, economical to use

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,4 x 5,7 cm84 grey638 64

Board wiper, non-woven
• Made in Germany

• For board wiper Art.-No. 638 64
• Thick non-woven eraser with high absorption, economical to use

PUPieces/PUColoursItem

1 bag(s)10 pcs.09 other638 66

Board wiper
• Modern design, ergonomic shape
• Designed by MAUL, developed and designed in our local plant

• 12-layer non-woven eraser; very efficient; layer can easily be removed after use

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,4 x 4,9 cm82 grey638 53

1 pc(s).14,4 x 5,4 cm82 grey638 54

Board wiper
• Handy board wiper
• Designed by MAUL : developed and designed in our local plant
• High absorption: underside made of thick felt
• Handle area made of foam material: pleasant feel, secure grip

• Magnetic : for application on surfaces for magnets
• Expected availability: end of May 2021

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 x 6,0 cm82 grey638 52
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Mobile information board MAULpro
• The maximum in stability and quality for professional use and high comfort
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Extremely versatile: can be used in portrait or landscape orientation and from both sides.

Can be also used as flipchart with included pad holders (for any pad perforation)
• For mobile use: light weight, place-saving storage, fast mounting, set of wheels included
• Easy and quick: mounting with MAUL fast safe-locking device

• Suitable as a partition wall: the boards can be attached via included foot clamps
• Stable standing: adjustable screws ensure balance on uneven surfaces
• Board size 150 x 120 cm (H x W), total height approx. 195 cm
• Suitable for permanent work
• Tray for pens and accessories included
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Robust: strong aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Alignment: can be used in straight or semi-circle line due to angled legs
• Highest stability: powder-coated light grey oval steel tube legs (RAL 7035)
• Paper-covered, grey: pinnable
• Textile surface: pinnable, closely woven, wear resistant. The pin is tightly pinned, the surface is
self-healing

• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Cork surface: natural finish, the pin is tightly pinned, the surface is self- healing
• Low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box made of recycled cardboard

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Paper-covered grey82 grey638 01

1 pc(s).Textile grey82 grey638 12

1 pc(s).Textile blue82 grey638 03

1 pc(s).Textile blue/Whiteboard82 grey638 04

1 pc(s).Whiteboard82 grey638 19

1 pc(s).Cork82 grey638 05
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Mobile information board MAULpro
• The maximum in stability and quality for professional use and high comfort
• Place saving for small rooms
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Triple use: pinnboard, whiteboard and flipchart (638 11: pad included)
• For mobile use: light weight, place-saving storage, fast mounting, set of wheels included
• Easy and quick: mounting with MAUL fast safe-locking device
• 638 11: includes flipchart pad, markers, moderation cards and map pins

• Stable standing: adjustable screws ensure balance on uneven surfaces
• 2 working heights: approx. 167 cm as pin- or partition board or 195 cm as flipchart
• Working surface size 120 x 75 cm (H x W), total height approx. 195 cm, both sides can be used
• Suitable for permanent work
• Tray and pad holders for any perforation included
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Robust: strong aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Alignment: can be used in straight or semi-circle line due to angled legs
• Partition wall: the boards can be attached via included foot clamps
• Highest stability: powder-coated light grey oval steel tube legs (RAL 7035)
• Textile surface: pinnable, closely woven, wear resistant. The pin is tightly pinned, the surface is
self-healing

• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box made of recycled cardboard
• 638 11: Accessories: 20 sheet flipchart pad, 4 flipchart and 4 whiteboard markers, each 120
moderation cards round Ø 9,5 cm, oval 19 x 11 cm and rectangular 20 x 9,5 cm, 200 map pins

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Textile blue/Whiteboard82 grey638 09

1 pc(s).Textile blue/Whiteboard82 grey638 11
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Mobile information board MAULpro, folding
• The maximum in stability and quality for professional use and high comfort
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• For mobile use: folding for the transport in the majority of cars, light to carry, place-saving

storage, fast mounting, set of wheelss included
• Plane and resistant surface: the middle profile (tongue-and-groove joint) and the inside

locking device keep the surface plane
• Long time tested: stable folding function with anodised aluminium middle profile
• Versatile: can be used from both sides and also as flipchart with included pad holders (for

any pad perforation)

• Board size 150 x 120 cm (H x W), total height approx. 195 cm, folded height approx. 120 cm
• Suitable for permanent use
• Tray for pens and accessories included
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Robust: strong aluminium frame, thickness approx. 1,3 mm
• Alignment: can be used in straight or semi-circle line due to angled legs
• Partition wall: the boards can be attached via included foot clamps
• Highest stability: powder-coated light grey oval steel tube legs (RAL 7035)
• Stable standing: adjustable screws to ensure balance and set of castors included
• Paper-covered,grey: pinnable
• Textile surface: pinnable, closely woven, wear resistant. The pin is tightly pinned, the surface is
self-healing

• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box made of recycled material

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Paper-covered grey82 grey638 02

1 pc(s).Textile grey82 grey638 13

1 pc(s).Textile blue82 grey638 06

1 pc(s).Textile blue/Whiteboard82 grey638 07

Set of wheels
• 4 double-castors in a set, 2 lockable
• Suitable for obile nformation oards MAULpro

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)90 black638 71
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Mobile information board MAULsolid
• Sturdy basic model with high stability
• Space saving for small rooms
• Designed by MAUL
• Versatile: can also be used as separation wall
• For mobile use: light to carry, place-saving storage. Easy transport thanks to dismounted

legs, wheels included
• High stability: powder coated aluminium frame made of strong hollow profile, thickness

approx. 1 mm

• Board size 120 x 75 cm (H x W), total height approx. 193,5 cm, both sides can be used
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Protected: shook-proof plastic corners, legs have felt floor protection
• Felt surface: pinnable textile surface of high quality felt, self-healing for permanent use
• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Safe and ecological: shipping box made of recycled cardboard

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Felt grey/Whiteboard82 grey636 60
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Mobile information board MAULsolid
• Sturdy basic model with high stability, designed by MAUL
• Versatile: can be used as separation wall
• For mobile use: light to carry, place-saving storage. Easy transport due to dismountable legs,

wheels included
• High stability: powder-coated aluminium frame made of strong hollow profile, thickness

approx. 1 mm

• Board size 150 x 120 cm (H x W), total height approx. 193,5 cm, both sides can be used
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique
• Protected: shock-proof plastic corners, legs have felt floor protection
• Including 4 double wheels, 2 of them lockable
• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry wipe
• Paper surface: pinnable and neutral
• Felt surface: pinnable surface of high quality felt, self-healing for permanent use
• Cork surface: natural finish, the pin is tightly pinned, the surface is self- healing for permanent
use

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Whiteboard82 grey636 59

1 pc(s).Paper-covered, white82 grey636 52

1 pc(s).Felt grey82 grey636 56

1 pc(s).Felt blue82 grey636 54

1 pc(s).Cork82 grey636 58

Mobile information board MAULsolid, foldable
• Sturdy basic model with high stability, designed by MAUL
• For mobile use: foldable, light to carry, place-saving storage. Easy Transport thanks to

dismountable legs, wheels included
• Easy: folding by means of sliding bolt
• Versatile: can be used as separation wall
• Plane and resistant surface: the middle profile (tongue-and-groove joint) made of

powder-coated aluminium keeps the surface plane

• Board size 150 x 120 cm (H x W), total height approx. 193,5 cm, both sides can be used
• Durable: covering on 15 mm thick stable kernel made in sandwich technique. High stability:
plastic-coated aluminium frame made of strong hollow profile, thickness approx. 1 mm

• Protected: shock-proof plastic corners, legs have felt floor protection
• Whiteboard surface: coated steel sheet, suitable for magnets, writable and dry- wipe
• Paper surface: pinnable and neutral
• Felt surface: pinnable surface of high quality felt, self-healing for permanent use
• Cork surface: natural finish, the pin is tightly pinned, the surface is self- healing for permanent
use

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Paper-covered, white82 grey636 62

1 pc(s).Felt grey82 grey636 66

1 pc(s).Felt blue82 grey636 64

1 pc(s).Felt grey/Whiteboard82 grey636 69

1 pc(s).Cork82 grey636 68
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Mobile information board MAULstandard
• For price-conscious people
• Designed by MAUL: developed and constructed in our national plant
• 3-year guarantee
• For mobile use: light to carry, easy transport due to dismountable legs, quick and easy

mounting
• Convenient: the legs can be turned by 90° if something is in the way or for place-saving

storage along a wall
• Versatile: can be used as separation wall
• Stable: light grey (RAL 7035) powder-coated steel profile, thickness approx. 1,5 mm, suitable

for magnets to fix notes or presentation cards

• Board size 150 x 120 cm (H x W), total height approx. 191 cm, both sides can be used
• Strong: covering on 15 mm thick stable triple-crossed cardboard sandwich kernel
• Powder-coated light-grey steel legs with plastic stoppers
• Cardboard brown: pinnable standard surface
• Paper white surface: pinnable and neutral
• Felt surface: pinnable surface of high quality felt
• Cork surface: the pin is tightly pinned, the surface is self-healing for permanent use
• Can be recycled to 98%, low emission production in our national plant
• Safe and ecological packaging, shipping box made of recycled material

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Cardboard brown82 grey636 31

1 pc(s).Paper-covered, white82 grey636 32

1 pc(s).Felt grey82 grey636 33

1 pc(s).Felt blue82 grey636 34

1 pc(s).Cork82 grey636 35
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Art.-No. Article Description Stars Surface Size 
(cm) Foldable Castors Accessories Page

638 01 MAULpro Coated steel grey 150 x 120 no yes 69

638 12 MAULpro 150 x 120 no yes 69

638 03 MAULpro 150 x 120 no yes 69

638 04 MAULpro  150 x 120 no yes 69

638 19 MAULpro 150 x 120 no yes 69

638 05 MAULpro Cork 150 x 120 no yes 69

638 09 MAULpro  120 x 75 no yes 70

638 11 MAULpro  120 x 75 no yes
 

pad
70

638 02 MAULpro Coated steel grey 150 x 120 yes yes 71

638 13 MAULpro 150 x 120 yes yes 71

638 06 MAULpro 150 x 120 yes yes 71

638 07 MAULpro  150 x 120 yes yes 71

636 60 MAULsolid  120 x 75 no yes 72

636 59 MAULsolid 150 x 120 no yes 73

636 52 MAULsolid 150 x 120 no yes 73

636 56 MAULsolid Felt grey 150 x 120 no yes 73

636 54 MAULsolid 150 x 120 no yes 73

636 58 MAULsolid Cork 150 x 120 no yes 73

636 62 MAULsolid 150 x 120 yes yes 73

636 66 MAULsolid Felt grey 150 x 120 yes yes 73

636 64 MAULsolid 150 x 120 yes yes 73

636 69 MAULsolid  150 x 120 yes yes 73

636 68 MAULsolid Cork 150 x 120 yes yes 73

636 31 MAULstandard 150 x 120 no no 74

636 32 MAULstandard 150 x 120 no no 74

636 33 MAULstandard Felt grey 150 x 120 no no 74

636 34 MAULstandard 150 x 120 no no 74

636 35 MAULstandard Cork  150 x 120 no no 74

Stars explanation on page 40
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Seminar trolley MAULpro advanced
• Large aluminium Trolley with lockable pull-out handle, lockable with castors
• Contains 2923 pieces
• No slipping: deep-drawn inner part as organiser system
• Lockable: 3 strong locks, 2 keys included
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides
• Comfortable transport: for travelling seminar-professionals

• Perfectly prepared for seminars and information sessions
• Classy aluminium case with silver riffle-look
• Two large ball bearing rolls plus 2 large plastic feet for base protection and safe stand
• Ergonomical grip on long and short side, sturdy protection on the corners
• Pads in cover with elastic band for larger objects
• Heavy duty hinges, kink-proof cover
• Contents:
• 30 flipchart markers XL bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: 15 x red, 15 x black
• 4 flipchart markers XXL chisel tip 3-6 mm: red, blue, green, black
• 1 scissors with plastic handles, 16 cm, stainless steel
• 1 cutter
• 400 map pins, assorted colours
• 1 pin cushion
• 4 glue pens
• Crêpe band, 50 m x 3 cm
• 6 colours: information cards in white, yellow, orange, red, green and blue
• 500 information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm, assorted colours
• 250 information cards Ø 9,5 cm, assorted colours
• 250 information cards Ø 13,5 cm, assorted colours
• 250 information cards Ø 18,5 cm, assorted colours
• 250 information cards, oval, 11 x 19 cm, assorted colours
• 20 information cards, cloud, 26,5 x 43 cm
• 960 sticky dots, assorted colours
• Telscopic pointer with integrated pen

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).63 x 38,5 x 19,5 cm09 other639 92
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Seminar case MAULpro confident
• Large aluminium aluminium case
• Contains 2782 pieces
• Classy aluminium case with silver riffle-look
• No slipping: deep-drawn inner part as organiser system
• Lockable: 2 strong locks, 2 keys included
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

• Perfectly prepared for seminars and information sessions
• Ergonomical grip
• Pads in cover with elastic band for larger objects
• Heavy duty hinges, kink-proof cover
• Contents:
• 20 flipchart markers XL bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: 10 x red, 10 x black
• 4 flipchart markers XXL chisel tip 3-6 mm: red, blue, green, black
• 1 knife
• 1 scissors with plastic handles, 16 cm, stainless steel
• 400 map pins, assorted colours, 1 pin cushion
• 1 tape dispenser with tape, 2 glue pens
• Crêpe band, 50 m x 3 cm
• 6 colours: information cards in white, yellow, orange, red, green and blue
• 500 information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm
• Information cards round, 250 pcs per size Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 13,5 cm, Ø 18,5 cm
• 120 information cards, oval, 11 x 19 cm
• 20 information cards, cloud, 26,5 x 43 cm
• 960 sticky dots, assorted colours
• Telescopic pointer with integrated pen

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).50 x 43 x 17 cm09 other639 94

Seminar case MAULpro compact
• Large aluminium aluminium case
• Contains 2362 pieces
• Classy aluminium case with silver riffle-look
• No slipping: deep-drawn inner part as organiser system
• Lockable: strong lock, 2 keys included
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

• Perfectly prepared for seminars and information sessions
• Ergonomical grip, sturdy protection on the corners
• Pads in cover with elastic band for larger objects
• Heavy duty hinges, kink-proof cover
• Contents:
• 16 flipchart markers XL bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: 8 x red, 8 x black
• 2 flipchart markers XXL chisel tip 3-6 mm: red, black
• 1 scissors with plastic handles, 16 cm, stainless steel
• 400 map pins, assorted colours
• 1 tape dispenser with tape, 1 glue pen
• 6 colours: information cards in white, yellow, orange, red, green and blue
• 500 information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm
• Information cards 120 pcs each size, Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 13,5 cm, oval 11 x 19 cm
• 20 information cards-cloud, 14 x 23 cm
• 100 information cards, thumbs for positive or negative evaluation
• 960 sticky dots, assorted colours
• Telescopic pointer with integrated pen

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).36 x 35 x 16,5 cm09 other639 98
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Seminar case MAULstarter
• Stable case made of plastic material
• Contains 1052 pieces
• No slipping: deep-drawn inner part as organiser system
• Top quality presentation cards, 150 g/m²
• Ideal basic set for the short presentation or for travelling

• Contents:
• 10 flipchart-markers XL bullet tip 2-2,5 mm: 4 x black, 2 x red, 2 x blue and 2 x green
• 1 scissors with plastic handles, 16 cm, stainless steel
• 200 map pins, assorted colours
• 6 colours: presentaion cards in white, yellow, orange, red, green and blue
• presentation cards, 120 pcs each size 20,5 x 9,5, Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 13,5 cm
• 480 sticker points in assorted colours
• Telescopic pointer with integrated pen

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).35,5 x 31,5 x 6 cm99 assorted colours639 60

Seminar case MAULpro, refill
• Stable, neutral cardboard box
• Contains 1591 pieces
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides
• Re-fill assortment for seminar cases and trolleys

• Contents:
• 200 map pins, assorted colours
• 1 glue pen
• 50 heading strips 9,5 x 42,5 in white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• 6 colours: information cards in white, yellow, orange, red, green and blue
• 500 information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm, assorted colours
• Information cards, 120 pcs each size Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 18,5 cm and oval 11 x 19 cm
• 480 sticky dots, assorted colours

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).44 x 21,5 x 7,5 cm99 assorted colours639 64

Seminar accessories MAULselect
• Stable cardboard box
• Contains 1051 pieces
• No slipping: deep-drawn inner part as organiser system
• Top quality presentation cards, 130 g/m²
• Additional compartment for personal working material
• Ideal basic set for the short presentation or for travelling

• Contents:
• 10 flipchart-markers XL bullet tip 2-2,5 mm: 4 x black, 2 x red, 2 x blue and 2 x green
• 200 map pins, assorted colours
• 5 colours: presentaion cards in white, yellow, red, green and blue
• presentation cards, 120 pcs each size 20,5 x 9,5, Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 13,5 cm
• 480 sticker points in assorted colours
• Telescopic pointer with integrated pen

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).37 x 26 x 7 cm99 assorted colours639 61
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Art-No. 639 92 09 639 94 09 639 98 09 639 60 99 639 64 99 639 61 99

Page 76 77 77 78 78 78

Description MAULpro advanced

Type Case Case Case Box Box

Case material

Flipchart marker XL 30 20 16 10 10

Flipchart marker XXL chisel tip 4 4 2

Scissor 16 cm 1 1 1 1

Knife 1 1

Map pins 400 400 400 200 200 200

Pin cushion 1 1

Tape dispenser 1 1

Glue pen 4 2 1 1

Crêpe band 50 m x 3 cm 1 1

Headlines Strips 50

Information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm, 5 colours 120

Information cards 20,5 x 9,5 cm, 6 colours 500 500 500 120 500

Information cards Ø 9,5 cm, 5 colours 120

Information cards Ø 9,5 cm, 6 colours 250 250 120 120 120

Information cards Ø 13,5 cm, 5 colours 120

Information cards Ø 13,5 cm, 6 colours 250 250 120 120

Information cards Ø 18,5 cm, 6 colours 250 250 120

Information cards oval 11 x19 cm, 6 colours 250 120 120 120

Information cards cloud 14 x 23 cm 20

Information cards cloud 26,5 x 43 cm 20 20

Information cards thumb Ø 9,5 cm 100

Sticky dots assorted colours 960 960 960 480 480 480

Telescopic ball pen 1 1 1 1 1

Total pieces 2923 2782 2362 1052 1591 1051

Art-No. 639 92 09                                                                                Art-No. 639 94 09                                                                            Art-No. 639 98 09      

Art-No. 639 60 99                                                                               Art-No. 639 64 99                                                                             Art-No. 639 61 99
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Seminar accessories set
• For brainstorming sessions, mind-mapping, opinion surveys etc.
• 5 colours: white, yellow, red, green and blue
• Top quality presentation cards: 130g/m², usable on both sides

• Contains:
• Presentation cards 120 pcs each size Ø 9,5 cm, Ø 13,5 cm and 20,5 x 9,5 cm, assorted colours
• 200 map pins, assorted colours

PUColoursItem

1 set(s)99 assorted colours639 62

Presentation cards, round
• For brainstorming sessions, mind mapping, opinion surveys
• 6 colours: white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• Higher quantity of favourite colours white and yellow
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack120 pcsØ 9,5 cm99 assorted colours639 43

1 pack250 pcsØ 9,5 cm99 assorted colours639 44

1 pack120 pcsØ 13,5 cm99 assorted colours639 46

1 pack250 pcsØ 13,5 cm99 assorted colours639 47

1 pack120 pcsØ 18,5 cm99 assorted colours639 49

1 pack250 pcsØ 18,5 cm99 assorted colours639 50

Presentaion cards, rectangular
• For brainstorming sessions, mind-mapping, opinion surveys etc.
• 6 colours: white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• Higher quantity of favourite colours white and yellow
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack120 pcs20,5 x 9,5 cm99 assorted colours639 40

1 pack250 pcs20,5 x 9,5 cm99 assorted colours639 41
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Presentation cards, oval
• For brainstorming sessions, mind-mapping, opinion surveys etc.
• 6 colours: white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• Higher quantity of favourite colours white and yellow
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack120 pcs11 x 19 cm99 assorted colours639 52

1 pack250 pcs11 x 19 cm99 assorted colours639 53

Headlines strips
• For brainstorming sessions, mind mapping, opinion surveys
• 6 colours: white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack50 pcs.9,5 x 42,5 cm99 assorted colours639 20

Presentation cards, person
• For brainstorming sessions, mind-mapping, opinion surveys etc.
• 6 colours: white, yellow, orange, red, green, blue
• Higher quantity of favourite colours white and yellow
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m², usable on both sides

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack120 pcs9 x 20 cm99 assorted colours639 56

Presentation cards, thumb
• For brainstorming sessions, mind mapping, opinion surveys
• Giving your opinion or evaluate: positive, negative or neutral
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m²

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack100 pcs.Ø 9,5 cm02 white639 38
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Presentation cards, cloud
• For brainstorming sessions, mind mapping, opinion surveys
• Note remarks and comments properly
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m²

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack50 pcs.11 x 19 cm02 white639 57

Presentation cards, cloud
• For brainstorming sessions, mind mapping, opinion surveys
• 2 sizes
• Top quality information cards, 150g/m²

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack20 pcs14 x 23 cm02 white639 58

1 pack20 pcs26,5 x 43 cm02 white639 59

Map pins
• Ø head 0,6 cm, length 1,6 cm
• 200 pieces/ self-service box

PUPieces/PUColoursItem

1 box(es)200 St.99 assorted colours280 65

Round stickers
• For evaluation or statements (for example points system)
• 4 colours

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack480 pcs.Ø 1,9 cm99 assorted colours639 33

Name badges
• Carton 190 g/m²

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 pack100 pcs.21 x 7,5 cm02 white639 36
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Name label
• Ideal for moderators and participants
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee

• With strong material-protecting magnet
• Plastic frame with translucent coating
• Inlets are white on both sides, 7,5 x 4,0 cm

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.8 x 4,5 cm25 red, 37 blue, 90 black651 83

Telescopic ball pen
• Noble design with telescopic pointer
• Length 13 cm, extendable to 62,5 cm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).13 - 62,5 cm09 other639 81
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Showcase MAULexcite
• Ideal for professional information in covered outdoor areas
• With circumferential seal
• Flat construction: depth 2,8 cm
• Rear panel and wing door with sturdy silver anodised aluminium frame

• Mitred corners
• ESG safety glass wing door with integrated lock
• Coated steel rear panel, suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe surface
• Lockable, delivery incl. 2 keys per lock
• Inside depth 1,9 cm
• Easy assembly
• Expected availability end of May 2021
• 665 34: With 1 lock
• 665 36: With 1 lock
• 665 39: With 2 locks
• 665 42: With 2 locks
• 665 44: With 2 locks

PUVisible sizeFormatOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).60,8 x 43,4 cm4 x A469,6 x 52,2 x 2,8 cm08 aluminium665 34

1 pc(s).60,8 x 65,1 cm6 x A469,6 x 73,9 x 2,8 cm08 aluminium665 36

1 pc(s).91,2 x 65,1 cm9 x A4100 x 73,9 x 2,8 cm08 aluminium665 39

1 pc(s).91,2 x 86,8 cm12 x A4100 x 95,6 x 2,8 cm08 aluminium665 42

1 pc(s).121,6 x 86,8 cm16 x A4130,4 x 95,6 x 2,8 cm08 aluminium665 44
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Showcase MAULextraslim
• Designed by MAUL
• Ideal for interior professional information
• Very flat construction, depth 3,1 cm

• Silver anodised aluminium frame
• Bevelled plastic corners
• Frameless plastic-glass wing door with integrated lock
• Lockable, delivery includes 2 keys
• Coated steel rear panel, suitable for magnets, writable and dry wipe surface
• Inside depth 0,9 cm
• Easy assembly
• 682 01: Equipped with a lock
• 682 02: Equipped with a lock
• 682 03: Equipped with a lock
• 682 04: Equipped with a lock
• 682 06: Equipped with a lock
• 682 08: Equipped with a lock
• 682 09: Equipped with 2 locks
• 682 12: Equipped with 2 locks

PUVisible sizeFormatOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).31,1 x 21,9 cm1 x A435,1x27x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 01

1 pc(s).31,1 x 43,9 cm2 x A435,1x49x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 02

1 pc(s).31,1 x 65,9 cm3 x A435,1x71x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 03

1 pc(s).61,1 x 43,9 cm4 x A465,1x49x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 04

1 pc(s).61,1 x 65,9 cm6 x A465,1x71x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 06

1 pc(s).61,1 x 87,9 cm8 x A465,1x93x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 08

1 pc(s).91,1 x 65,9 cm9 x A495,1x71x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 09

1 pc(s).91,1 x 87,9 cm12 x A495,1x93x3,1 cm08 aluminium682 12
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Snap frame MAULstandard
• Ideal for the interior professional presentation of information, placards and posters
• Simple exchange of contents from the front side: open snap frame, remove the protection

sheet, insert contents and protection sheet, close the frame - finished
• UV-stabilised anti glare front sheet protects your contents from fading

• Flat silver anodised aluminium frame, 25 mm
• Mitred corners
• Shock-proof polystyrene rear panel
• Simple wall assembly thanks to concealed holes in the profile

PUVisible sizeFormatOuter dimensionsColoursItem

1 pc(s).28 x 19 cmA433 x 24 x 1,2 cm08 aluminium660 44

1 pc(s).40 x 28 cmA345 x 33 x 1,2 cm08 aluminium660 43

1 pc(s).57,5 x 40 cmA262,5 x 45 x 1,2 cm08 aluminium660 42

1 pc(s).82 x 57,5 cmA187 x 62,5 x 1,2 cm08 aluminium660 41

1 pc(s).117 x 82 cmA0122 x 87 x 1,2 cm08 aluminium660 40
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A-Board MAULpublic
• Double-sided A-Board, ideal for the professional presentation of information, placards and

posters both indoor and outdoor
• Weather-resistant with integrated water outflow holes in the bottom profiles

• Simple exchange of the contents from the front side: open the snap frame, remove the protection
sheet, insert the contents and the protection sheet, close the frame - finished

• UV-stabilised anti glare sheet protects your contents from fading
• Silver anodised aluminium frame, 25 mm profile
• Non-corrosive heavy metal rear panel for higher stability
• Stable foldable aluminium frame

PUFormatVisible sizeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).A257,5 x 40 cm105 x 45 x 67,3 cm08 aluminium663 12

1 pc(s).A182 x 57,5 cm111,5 x 62,4 x 75,6 cm08 aluminium663 11

1 pc(s).A0117,3 x 82 cm140,3 x 87,3 x 94 cm08 aluminium663 10

Replacement sheets
• Available in the corresponding sizes for the A-Board MAULpublic and clip frame MAULstandard
• Stabilised UV anti-glare sheet
• Protects against fading
• Contents: 10 pieces per box

PUFor FormatColoursItem

1 ctn.A005 transparent663 80

1 ctn.A105 transparent663 81

1 ctn.A205 transparent663 82
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The adhesiveness of a magnet is measured in kg. A normal misunderstanding is to believe that
this is the same as the weight that the magnet can hold! An example: A magnet with 1 kg
adhesiveness could hold a weight of 1 kg on the wall.

In practical use the adhesiveness of a magnet is reduced immensely by many different

by the composition and strength of the backing board used.
For this reason a 10 mm thick steel sheet is used as a backing board when determining the
adhesion of the magnet. In comparison: A whiteboard steel board is between 0,25 - 0,45 mm
thick, thus only one fortieth thereof. For this reason a magnet with 1 kg adhesive force
can hold considerably less on a whiteboard. Due to many factors it is not possible to give
precise details on how much a magnet can hold. As an orientation here is an example from
our test laboratory:

thick coated steel whiteboard at room temperature.
The determined values are only for orientation
purposes and we assume no liability for these
measurements.

Art. No. 617 51 617 71 617 91 616 86 616 88 616 94
Strength [kg] 0,17 0,6 1,0 3,5 14 20
Paper sheets [pcs.] 4 7 10 14 40 60

»HOW MUCH CAN A MAGNET HOLD?
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Writable marking tape, magnetic
• Practical: for changing labelling on ferrous shelves in warehouses or sales rooms
• Also in schools, offices, cellars, kitchens or on whiteboards
• One side plastic coated, the opposite side magnetic
• How to: cut the marking band, mark, apply on the iron surface - done
• Can be written on with felt pens and markers

• Flexible magnetic tape, gauge 1 mm, choice of various widths
• Customized: cut at the desired length with common scissors
• Strength 42 g/cm²
• Colours 15, 25, 37, 55: expected availability end of April 2021

PULengthWidthColoursItem

1 pc(s).3 m1 cm02 white652 31

1 pc(s).3 m2 cm02 white652 33

1 pc(s).3 m3 cm02 white652 35

1 pc(s).3 m4 cm02 white652 37

1 pc(s).3 m5 cm02 white652 39

1 pc(s).10 m1 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

652 41

1 pc(s).10 m2 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

652 43

1 pc(s).10 m3 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

652 45

1 pc(s).10 m4 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

652 47

1 pc(s).10 m5 cm02 white, 15 yellow, 25 red, 37 blue, 55
green

652 49
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Magnetic tape, self-adhesive
• Make your own magnets: with small objects, photos or other artworks
• One side self-adhesive, the other side magnetic
• Instructions: cut the magnetic tape, stick it, that´s it
• Advantage of magnetic band: can't be seen from the front, flat application

• Flexible magnetic band, 1 mm thick, several sizes available
• Cutting: can be cut to length with normal scissors
• Strength approx. 40 g/cm²
• Art. No. 615 65 09 and 615 67 09: expected availability end of April 2021

PULengthWidthColoursItem

1 pc(s).10 m1 cm09 other615 72

1 pc(s).10 m1,5 cm09 other615 74

1 pc(s).10 m2,5 cm09 other615 76

1 pc(s).10 m3,5 cm09 other615 61

1 pc(s).10 m4,5 cm09 other615 63

1 pc(s).10 m6,0 cm09 other615 65

1 pc(s).10 m10 cm09 other615 67

Magnetic labels
• Ideal for ferruginous surfaces

• Plastic frame with transparent coating
• Inlets white on both sides, 7,5 x 2 cm
• Size 8 x 2,5 cm

PUPieces/PUColoursItem

1 bag(s)10 pcs.82 grey651 98
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» FERRITE OR NEODYM MAGNET ?
Ferrite magnets are worldwide the most-produced magnets and they are the 

Neodymium magnets

Facetted edge magnet MAULpro
• The original from MAUL: a real classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Made in Germany
• Elegant: facetted highly polished edge, surface with rough matt finish
• Safe hold: a special glue ensures a strong fixing from the magnet kernel in the housing

• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Ideal: in the office or for representative purposes
• Stable: housing made of shock-proof plastic
• Low emission production in local plant
• Set "assorted colours" (99) containing : 4 each in white, yellow, blue, 3 red, 3 green, 2 black
• Comprehensive: many colours, shapes and sizes available
• 20 pieces on steel sheet with European hanging perforation

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)20 pcs0,17 kgØ 15 x 7 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black, 99 assorted colours

617 51

1 set(s)20 pcs0,3 kgØ 20 x 8 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black, 99 assorted colours

617 61

1 set(s)20 pcs0,6 kgØ 30 x 10mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 15 yellow, 25 red, 34
light blue, 35 blue, 43 orange, 54 light
green, 55 green, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

617 71

1 set(s)20 pcs2 kgØ 34 x 13 mm
power

02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black, 99 assorted colours

617 81

1 set(s)20 pcs1 kg53 x 18 x 10 mm
rectangular

02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black, 99 assorted colours

617 91
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Facetted edge magnet MAULpro, self-service
packaging
• The original from MAUL: a real classic, distinctive design and functionality
• Made in Germany
• Elegant: facetted highly polished edge, surface with rough matt finish
• Safe hold: a special glue ensures a strong fixing from the magnet kernel in the housing
• On attractive blister card

• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Ideal: in the office or for representative purposes
• Stable: housing made of shock-proof plastic
• Low emission production in local plant
• Comprehensive: many colours, shapes and sizes available

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

10 set(s)8 pcs.0,17 kgØ 15 x 7 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue,
55 green, 90 black

617 52

10 set(s)6 pcs.0,3 kgØ 20 x 8 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue,
55 green, 90 black

617 62

10 set(s)4 pcs.0,6 kgØ 30 x 10 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue,
55 green, 90 black

617 72

Spherical magnet
• Perfect in form, hemispherical shape with mirror finish
• Made in Germany
• For design oriented presentation: in representative rooms, agencies, museums
• Elegant underlining of the corporate identity colours, or willful colour course setting
• Pleasant haptics

• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Stable: housing made of shock-proof plastic
• Ø 30 mm, 20 mm height
• Low emission production in local plant
• Comprehensive: many colours available
•

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,6 kgØ 30 mm02 white, 35 blue, 90 black, 95
silver, 99 assorted colours

616 60
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Magnet MAULsolid
• For price-conscious people
• Modern design: lightly curved case, lightly scoured surface, vertically grooved edge
• Comfortable: fine grip border
• Ecological cardboard box with viewing window for colour identification, can be recycled

• Solid: shock-proof plastic housing
• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Comprehensive: many shapes, colours and sizes available
• Set "assorted colours" (99) containing : 2 each in yellow, red and blue, 1 each in white, green,
grey and black

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.0,15 kgØ 15 x 7 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 15

1 ctn.10 pcs.0,3 kgØ 20 x 7,5mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 20

1 ctn.10 pcs.0,6 kgØ 24 x 8 mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 24

1 ctn.10 pcs.0,8 kgØ 32 x 9,6mm round02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 32

1 ctn.10 pcs.2,5 kgØ 38 x 15,5 mm
power

02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 39

1 ctn.10 pcs.1 kg54 x 19 x 9 mm
rectangular

02 white, 13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey, 90 black, 99 assorted
colours

616 50

Magnet MAULsolid, self-service packaging
• For price-conscious people
• Modern design: lightly curved case, lightly scoured surface, vertically grooved edge
• Comfortable: fine grip border
• On attractive blister card

• Solid: shock-proof plastic housing
• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Comprehensive: many colours and sizes available

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

12 set(s)8 pcs.0,3 kgØ 20 x 7,5 mm round02 white, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black

616 52

12 set(s)4 pcs.0,8 kgØ 32 x 9,6 mm round02 white, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black

616 54

12 set(s)4 pcs.1,5 kgØ 38 x 12,5 mm round02 white, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black

616 56

12 set(s)2 pcs.2,5 kgØ 38 x 15,5 mm power02 white, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 90 black

616 58
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Industrial magnet
• Sturdy: housing made of shock-proof plastic
• Particularly wear resistant
• Made in Germany
• Nearly indestructible: particularly suitable for workshops
• Ideal: also for production areas (many ferruginous surfaces can be used), e.g. to fix

information on machines or to be used on metal locker or on racks for inventories
• Safe hold: a special glue ensures a strong fixing from the magnet kernel in the housing

• The bottom of the ferrite magnet is lacquered for protection of the board surface
• Low emission production in local plant
• Nothing is lost: on convenient steel sheet with European hanging perforation

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,6 kgØ 29 x 8,5 mm13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey

617 23

1 set(s)10 pcs.2 kgØ 34 x 14 mm13 yellow, 25 red, 35 blue, 55
green, 84 grey

617 33

Disc magnet, silicone
• Complete silicone encasement
• For the price conscious
• Protects the fixing surface and the magnetic core
• Easy to grip: removal without slipping fingers
• Especially suitable for workshops
• Also ideal to fix information on machines, metal lockers or on metal racks for inventories

• Ferrite disc magnet
• Holds on both sides
• Expected availability June 2021

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)4 pcs.0,8 kgØ 32,6 x 9,8 mm99 assorted colours616 12
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Neodymium silicone disc magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Complete silicone encasement
• Holds on both sides
• Protects the fixing surface and the magnetic core

• Easy to grip: removal without slipping fingers
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,8 kgØ 19,2 x 4 mm99 assorted colours616 66

Neodymium disc magnet, silicone
• Advantage of neodymium: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Holds on both sides
• Protects the fixing surface and the magnetic core

• Easy to grip: removal without slipping fingers
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk
• Expected availability June 2021

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)8 pcs.1,5 kgØ 14,6 x 9 mm99 assorted colours616 64

Neodymium silicone ball magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Complete silicone encasement
• Holds on all sides
• Protects the fixing surface and the magnetic core

• Easy to grip: removal without slipping fingers
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)4 pcs.0,6 kgØ 11,8 mm35 blue616 75
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Neodymium cone magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• In trendy colour combinations
• Conical
• Accentuate, highlight oder just enjoy the colours
• User-friendly: easy to grip and to remove

• Strong neodymium magnet covered with coloured plastic layer
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,5 kgØ 12 x 16 mm99 assorted colours616 84

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,5 kgØ 12 x 16 mm99 assorted colours616 85

COLOUR MY WORK

be combined perfectly. Discover more ideas about Colour my Work in 

Neodymium cone magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Easy to grip thanks to conical form
• Versatile: e.g. to hang signboards or keys
• Suggestion: fix a cable or a band between 2 pin magnets and hang documents on it with

maulys® e.g. pictures

• Strong: housing made of steel
• Aesthetic in shape and surface, fits discretely in any environment
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk
• 616 89: Particularly powerful: 22 kg

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)5 pcs.3,5 kgØ 12 x 16 mm96 light silver616 86

1 set(s)4 pcs.7 kgØ 17 x 20 mm96 light silver616 87

1 set(s)4 pcs.14 kgØ 22 x 24 mm96 light silver616 88

1 set(s)2 pcs.22 kgØ 32 x 33 mm96 light silver616 89
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Neodymium powermagnet, self-service packaging
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Extremely strong magnetic adherence
• Round shape with edge for easy grip
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestiguous areas, agencies, museums
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, fits discretely in any environment
• Massive refined steel housing
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kgØ 16 x 7 mm96 light silver617 07

1 pc(s).8 kgØ 22 x 9 mm96 light silver617 08

1 pc(s).13 kgØ 25 x 9 mm96 light silver617 09

1 pc(s).21 kgØ 30 x 9 mm96 light silver617 10

Neodymium magnet, easy grip bar
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Very sturdy: steel housing
• Extremely powerful
• Bar form for easy grip
• Ideally suited for: the industry, production areas and workshops

• Solid, refined steel housing
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk
• Expected availability June 2021

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)4 pcs.2,4 kgØ 10 x 20 mm96 light silver618 50

1 set(s)4 pcs.9 kgØ 16 x 20 mm96 light silver618 51

1 set(s)2 pcs.13 kgØ 20 x 25 mm96 light silver618 52

1 set(s)2 pcs.19 kgØ 25 x 35 mm96 light silver618 53
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Neodymium disc magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestigious areas, agencies, museums
• Wide range of sizes and adhesive forces, can be used on both sides

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, looks elegant on boards or steel strips
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnet on www.maul.uk
• Art. Nos. 618 05 - 618 32: expected availability end of June 2021
• 616 71: One side self-adhesive (leaves residues when removed), one side magnetic

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,7 kgØ 5 x 3 mm96 light silver618 05

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,1 kgØ 5 x 5 mm96 light silver618 06

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,6 kgØ 5 x 10 mm96 light silver618 07

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,5 kgØ 8 x 3 mm96 light silver618 08

1 set(s)10 pcs.2,4 kgØ 8 x 5 mm96 light silver618 09

1 set(s)10 pcs.2,8 kgØ 8 x 8 mm96 light silver618 10

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,5 kgØ 10 x 1 mm96 light silver616 61

1 set(s)20 pcs0,5 kgØ 10 x 1 mm96 light silver616 71

1 set(s)10 pcs.2 kgØ 10 x 3 mm96 light silver616 63

1 set(s)10 pcs.2,6 kgØ 10 x 5 mm96 light silver618 13

1 set(s)10 pcs.4 kgØ 10 x 10 mm96 light silver618 14

1 set(s)4 pcs.4 kgØ 10 x 10 mm96 light silver616 68

1 set(s)10 pcs.2,5 kgØ 12 x 3 mm96 light silver618 18

1 set(s)4 pcs.4 kgØ 12 x 5 mm96 light silver618 19

1 set(s)10 pcs.4 kgØ 12 x 5 mm96 light silver618 20

1 set(s)4 pcs.5,3 kgØ 12 x 10 mm96 light silver618 21

1 set(s)10 pcs.5,3 kgØ 12 x 10 mm96 light silver618 22

1 set(s)10 pcs.3,2 kgØ 15 x 3 mm96 light silver618 23

1 set(s)4 pcs.4,5 kgØ 15 x 5 mm96 light silver618 24

1 set(s)10 pcs.4,5 kgØ 15 x 5 mm96 light silver618 25

1 set(s)4 pcs.8 kgØ 15 x 10 mm96 light silver618 26

1 set(s)4 pcs.4,2 kgØ 20 x 3 mm96 light silver618 28

1 set(s)10 pcs.4,2 kgØ 20 x 3 mm96 light silver618 29

1 set(s)4 pcs.6,2 kgØ 20 x 5 mm96 light silver618 30

1 set(s)4 pcs.12 kgØ 20 x 10 mm96 light silver618 32
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Neodymium ring magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Ring shape: subtle, elegant and very flat
• Practical: marking small texts, Ø outer 1,2 cm, inner 0,9 cm
• Can be used on both sides
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestigious areas, agencies, museums

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, looks elegant on boards or ferrostrips
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.0,5 kgØ 12 x 1,5 mm96 light silver616 83

Neodymium cube magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Practical: can be used on all sides
• Cube: aesthetic in shape and surface, fits discretely in any environment
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestigious areas, agencies, museums

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, looks elegant on boards or metal strips
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk
• Art.-Nos. 618 40 - 618 43: expected availability June 2021

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,1 kg5 x 5 x 5 mm96 light silver618 40

1 set(s)10 pcs.1,6 kg7 x 7 x 7 mm96 light silver618 41

1 set(s)4 pcs.3,8 kg10 x 10 x 10 mm96 light silver616 92

1 set(s)10 pcs.3,8 kg10 x 10 x 10mm96 light silver618 43

1 pc(s).1 pc.15 kg15 x 15 x 15 mm96 light silver616 93

1 pc(s).1 pc.20 kg20 x 20 x 20 mm96 light silver616 94

Neodymium ball magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestigious areas, agencies, museums
• Holds on all sides

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, looks elegant on boards or metal strips
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)4 pcs.1,5 kgØ 10 mm96 light silver616 74

1 set(s)4 pcs.4 kgØ 15 mm96 light silver616 76
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Neodymium bar magnet
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Pure, elegant and modern: for design oriented users, in prestigious areas, agencies, museums
• User friendly: easy to grip and to remove
• Can be used on both sides

• Aesthetic in shape and surface, looks elegant on boards or steel strips
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)4 pcs.2 kg4 x 4 x 15 mm96 light silver616 90

Large power magnetic knob, coat hook
• Strong magnet with large knob
• Powerful: strong magnetic adherence
• Ideal: also for production areas (many ferruginous surfaces can be used), e.g. to hang

workwear on metal locker or for bags and information
• Easy grip: 16 mm gap between knob and magnet

• Robust: steel housing, knob made of shock-proof plastic
• Soft: a felt cover on the bottom of the ferrite magnet protects the fixing surface
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Art. nos. 615 48, 615 49: expected availability June 2021

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kgØ 38 x 24 mm96 light silver615 48

1 pc(s).9 kgØ 51 x 24 mm96 light silver615 49

1 pc(s).12 kgØ 67 x 35 mm96 light silver615 50

Hook magnet caroussel
• Outstanding: hook can be turned and slanted, to be used on ceiling or inclined surfaces
• Strong: large curved metal hook, safely rounded front
• For everything to be hung, e.g. keys, information signs or light clothes

• Solid: steel case
• Protection film on the bottom of the ferrite magnet
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)2 pcs.5 kgØ 37 x 60 mm02 white, 90 black615 57
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Neodymium hook magnet carousel, coat hook
• Particularly powerful
• Rotating hook (length approx. 55 mm), can also be used as ceiling hook or used on slanted

surfaces
• For everything that can be hung, e.g. workwear on metal locker, decoration material or for

bags and information signs
• Large curved metal hook, with safe rounded point

• Solid: steel housing
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please follow the safety instructions for neodymium magnets you will find on www.maul.uk

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).30 kgØ 38,5 mm magnet96 light silver615 56

1 pc(s).50 kgØ 38,5 mm magnet96 light silver615 60

Neodymium hook magnet carousel, coat hook
• For everything that can be hung up, e.g. keys, information signs or light clothes
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Robust plastic, rotative hook, safely rounded front
• Rubber layer decrease sliding, so more power is needed to slide downwards

• Plastic housing
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).10 kgØ 53 mm magnet90 black615 51
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Neodymium magnet with hook for clothes
• For everything that can be hung up, e.g. keys, information signs, light clothes or decoration

material
• Advantage of the neodymium magnets: strong magnetic attraction on small volume
• Practical: on the metal shelf, the metal door, the locker or the fridge door
• Hook in elegant design with grey plastic housing

• Includes rubberised anti-slip dots for better grip
• Matt surface
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension
• Please observe the security advice for neodymium magnets on www.maul.uk
• Expected availability June 2021

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 set(s)2 pcs.6 kg34 x 24 mm82 grey615 54

Power magnet with hook
• Particularly strong magnetic adherence
• For do-it-you-self: hook can be removed and something else can be screwed on the magnet

(metric thread, M4)
• For everything that can be hung up, e.g. keys, information signs or light clothes

• Solid: steel housing
• Ferrit kernel
• Nothing is lost: on convenient steel sheet

PUPieces/PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 bag(s)5 pcs.3 kgØ 25 x 36 mm02 white615 78

1 bag(s)5 pcs.6 kgØ 36 x 36 mm02 white615 80

1 bag(s)5 pcs.12 kgØ 47 x 36 mm02 white615 90
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Double hook magnet caroussel
• For everything to be hung, e.g. keys, information signs or light clothes
• Considerable strength: 18 kg
• Ideal for: applications during production, in the workshop or at school
• Large curved metal hook, safely rounded front

• Solid: galvanized steel case with plastic coating
• Ferrite magnet
• Looking srew made of breakproof plastic material
• Lengths of hook: 25 and 40 mm
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).18 kgØ 58 x 12 mm35 blue615 59

Large hook magnet
• Outstanding: can also be used as a ceiling hook
• For everything that can be hung up, e. g. keys, information signs or accessories on cords
• Convenient: large curved hook

• Solid: steel housing
• Protection sticker on underside of the ferrite magnet
• Environmentally friendly cardboard packaging, recyclable, with Euro-hole suspension

PUStrengthSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).9 kgØ 51,5 x 35 mm96 light silver615 55
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Art.-No. Magnet-Type Strength Form Size (mm) Hook Material of case Pieces/PU Colour Page

617 51 Ferrite 0,17 kg round Ø 15 x 7 Plastic 20 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black, assorted 91

617 61 Ferrite 0,3 kg round Ø 20 x 8 Plastic 20 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black, assorted 91

617 71 Ferrite 0,6 kg round Ø 30 x 10 Plastic 20 white, yellow, red, light blue, blue, orange, light green, 
green,  black, assorted 91

617 81 Ferrite 2,0 kg round Ø 34 x 13 Plastic 20 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black, assorted 91

617 91 Ferrite 1,0 kg rectangular 53 x 18 x 10 Plastic 20 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black, assorted 91

617 52 Ferrite 0,17 kg round Ø 15 x 7 Plastic 8 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black 92

617 62 Ferrite 0,3 kg round Ø 20 x 8 Plastic 6 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black 92

617 72 Ferrite 0,6 kg round Ø 30 x 10 Plastic 4 white, yellow, red, blue, green, black 92

616 60 Ferrite 0,6 kg hemispherical Ø 30 x 20 Plastic 10 white, blue, black, silver, assorted 92

616 15 Ferrite 0,15 kg round Ø 15 x 7 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 20 Ferrite 0,3 kg round Ø 20 x 7,5 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 24 Ferrite 0,6 kg round Ø 24 x 8 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 32 Ferrite 0,8 kg round Ø 32 x 9,6 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 39 Ferrite 2,5 kg round Ø 38 x 15,5 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 50 Ferrite 1,0 kg rectangular 54 x 19 x 9 Plastic 10 white, yellow, red, blue, green, grey, black, assorted 93

616 52 Ferrite 0,3 kg round Ø 20 x 7,5 Plastic 8 white, red, blue, green, black 93

616 54 Ferrite 0,8 kg round Ø 32 x 9,6 Plastic 4 white, red, blue, green, black 93

616 56 Ferrite 1,5 kg round Ø 38 x 12,5 Plastic 4 white, red, blue, green, black 93

616 58 Ferrite 2,5 kg round Ø 38 x 15,5 Plastic 2 white, red, blue, green, black 93

617 23 Ferrite 0,6 kg round Ø 29 x 8,5 Plastic 10 yellow, red, blue, green, grey 94

617 33 Ferrite 2,0 kg round Ø 34 x 14 Plastic 10 yellow, red, blue, green, grey 94

616 12 Ferrite 0,8 kg round Ø 32,6 x 9,8 Silicone 4 assorted 94

616 66 Neodymium 0,8 kg round Ø 19,2 x 4 Silicone 10 assorted 95

616 64 Neodymium 1,5 kg round Ø 14,6 x 9 Silicone 8 assorted 95

616 75 Neodymium 0,6 kg sphere Ø 11,8 Silicone 4 blue 95

616 85 Neodymium 1,5 kg cone Ø 12 x 16 Plastic 10 assorted 96

616 84 Neodymium 1,5 kg cone Ø 12 x 16 Plastic 10 colour my work - assorted 96

616 86 Neodymium 3,5 kg cone Ø 12 x 16 Steel 5 light silver 96

616 87 Neodymium 7,0 kg cone Ø 17 x 20 Steel 4 light silver 96

616 88 Neodymium 14,0 kg cone Ø 22 x 24 Steel 4 light silver 96

616 89 Neodymium 22,0 kg cone Ø 32 x 33 Steel 2 light silver 96

617 07 Neodymium 5,0 kg round Ø 16 x 7 Steel 1 light silver 97

617 08 Neodymium 8,0 kg round Ø 22 x 9 Steel 1 light silver 97

617 09 Neodymium 13,0 kg round Ø 25 x 9 Steel 1 light silver 97

617 10 Neodymium 21,0 kg round Ø 30 x 9 Steel 1 light silver 97

618 50 Neodymium 2,4 kg round Ø 10 x 20 Steel 4 light silver 97

618 51 Neodymium 9,0 kg round Ø 16 x 20 Steel 4 light silver 97

618 52 Neodymium 13,0 kg round Ø 20 x 25 Steel 2 light silver 97

618 53 Neodymium 19,0 kg round Ø 25 x 35 Steel 2 light silver 97

618 05 Neodymium 0,7 kg round Ø 5 x 3 10 light silver 98

618 06 Neodymium 1,1 kg round Ø 5 x 5 10 light silver 98

618 07 Neodymium 1,6 kg round Ø 5 x 10 10 light silver 98

618 08 Neodymium 1,5 kg round Ø 8 x 3 10 light silver 98

618 09 Neodymium 2,4 kg round Ø 8 x 5 10 light silver 98

618 10 Neodymium 2,8 kg round Ø 8 x 8 10 light silver 98

616 61 Neodymium 0,5 kg round Ø 10 x 1 10 light silver 98

616 63 Neodymium 2,0 kg round Ø 10 x 3 10 light silver 98

616 71 Neodymium 0,5 kg round Ø 10 x 1 20 light silver 98

618 13 Neodymium 2,6 kg round Ø 10 x 5 10 light silver 98

616 68 Neodymium 4,0 kg round Ø 10 x 10 4 light silver 98
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Art.-No. Magnet-Type Strength Form Size (mm) Hook Material of case Pieces/PU Colour Page

618 14 Neodymium 4,0 kg round Ø 10 x 10 10 light silver 98

618 18 Neodymium 2,5 kg round Ø 12 x 3 10 light silver 98

618 19 Neodymium 4,0 kg round Ø 12 x 5 4 light silver 98

618 20 Neodymium 4,0 kg round Ø 12 x 5 10 light silver 98

618 21 Neodymium 5,3 kg round Ø 12 x 10 4 light silver 98

618 22 Neodymium 5,3 kg round Ø 12 x 10 10 light silver 98

618 23 Neodymium 3,2 kg round Ø 15 x 3 10 light silver 98

618 24 Neodymium 4,5 kg round Ø 15 x 5 4 light silver 98

618 25 Neodymium 4,5 kg round Ø 15 x 5 10 light silver 98

618 26 Neodymium 8,0 kg round Ø 15 x 10 4 light silver 98

618 28 Neodymium 4,2 kg round Ø 20 x 3 4 light silver 98

618 29 Neodymium 4,2 kg round Ø 20 x 3 10 light silver 98

618 30 Neodymium 6,2 kg round Ø 20 x 5 4 light silver 98

618 32 Neodymium 12,0 kg round Ø 20 x 10 4 light silver 98

616 83 Neodymium 0,5 kg ring Ø 12 x 1,5 10 light silver 99

618 40 Neodymium 1,1 kg cone 5 x 5 x 5 10 light silver 99

618 41 Neodymium 1,6 kg cone 7 x 7 x 7 10 light silver 99

616 92 Neodymium 3,8 kg cone 10 x 10 x 10 4 light silver 99

618 43 Neodymium 3,8 kg cone 10 x 10 x 10 10 light silver 99

616 93 Neodymium 15,0 kg cone 15 x 15 x 15 1 light silver 99

616 94 Neodymium 20,0 kg cone 20 x 20 x 20 1 light silver 99

616 74 Neodymium 1,5 kg sphere Ø 10 4 light silver 99

616 76 Neodymium 4,0 kg sphere Ø 15 4 light silver 99

616 90 Neodymium 2,0 kg rectangular 4 x 4 x 15 4 light silver 100

615 48 Ferrite 5,0 kg round Ø 38 x 24 Knob Steel 1 light silver 100

615 49 Ferrite 9,0 kg round Ø 51 x 24 Knob Steel 1 light silver 100

615 50 Ferrite 12,0 kg round Ø 67 x 35 Knob Steel 1 light silver 100

615 57 Ferrite 5,0 kg round Ø 37 x 60 x Steel 2 white, black 100

615 56 Neodymium 30,0 kg round Ø 38,5 x Steel 1 light silver 101

615 60 Neodymium 50,0 kg round Ø 38,5 x Steel 1 light silver 101

615 51 Neodymium 10,0 kg round Ø 53 x Plastic 1 black 101

615 54 Neodymium 6,0 kg rectangular 34 x 24 x Plastic 2 grey 102

615 78 Ferrite 3,0 kg round Ø 25 x 36 x Steel 5 white 102

615 80 Ferrite 6,0 kg round Ø 36 x 36 x Steel 5 white 102

615 90 Ferrite 12,0 kg round Ø 47 x 36 x Steel 5 white 102

615 59 Ferrite 18,0 kg round Ø 58 x 12 x Steel, Plastic 1 blue 103

615 55 Ferrite 9,0 kg round Ø 51,5 x 35 x Steel 1 light silver 103
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  »  MAUL PRODUCTS WITH 
    ADVERTISING INSCRIPTION

Many of our products can be inscribed 
with customised advertising if purchased 

examples of the numerous design 

printed or pad printed; multicolour and 

Feel free to contact us for advice on the 

YOURLOGO

YOUR

LOGO

YOURLOGO
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In tomorrow’s world of work, the focus is on 
-

ciency, you’ll be aiming to create an attractive, 
healthy and ergonomic working environment.  
In this area we see ourselves as partners, 
offering products that are both practical and 
aesthetic. 

job while you do something to improve your 

work. 

» WORKPLACE 
DESIGN 
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»FOCUSING ON PEOPLE

-
tions of the workplace have increased in recent years. In addition to the basic essentials, such 

the wishlist for an optimal workplace. Products from MAUL make all these things easier to 
achieve while also providing a pleasing aesthetic.

MOBILITY
Moving around at regular intervals is good 
for your musculoskeletal system. Stand up 
when you’re on the phone. Place docu-
ments that you only need once a day away 
from your desk so that you’re forced to 
stand up to fetch them. Complement your 
workplace with a height-adjustable standing 

-
ting position when working. Mobility helps 
prevent back and neck disorders. Fill up on 
vitamin D by taking a brief walk during your 
break, give your eyes a rest by looking into 
the distance, and relax your muscles. 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS
A lot of productive time is lost while looking 

many documents on your desk are only a 
distraction. Tidying up your desk helps you 
keep a clear head. With the help of standing 
or clamp-on desk shelves, you can increase 
your work surface even in small spaces. 
Memos can be attached to a magnetic wall 

the best option.

WELL-BEING
A pleasant environment makes work easier, 
thereby improving your motivation and  
hence your productivity. In addition to the 
colour scheme, comfort and design are 
decisive factors in creating a feel-good 
atmosphere. A stylish wall clock, a designer 
lamp with variable colour temperatures or 
an elegant coat stand can provide the work-
place with the desired aesthetic appeal.

ERGONOMICS
An ergonomic work environment helps 

-
ciency on a long-term basis. It is important 
that the furniture can be adapted to the 
individual. 

thing to consider is your sitting position. 
You are sitting at the right height if your 
lower and upper arms form a right-angle 
when resting on the desk. The same applies 
to the angle between your thigh and your 
torso and between your lower leg and your 
thigh.

height, this problem can be overcome 
by using a footrest. Make sure you have 
enough legroom to avoid a twisted posture. 
Correct sitting posture also means making 
full use of the seat surface. Sit straight in 
front of the monitor and avoid turning from 
side to side. Adjust the backrest to a mov-

should not require any effort.
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Coat rack MAULsalsa
• Premium, elegantly designed and sturdy coat rack
• Compact model with plenty of storage space
• Holds many garments: 8 hooks for hanging items of clothing, two additional hooks on the

stand for children’s coats or handbags
• Ingenious: stands can also be used to hang up caps, bicycle helmets and accessories
• Very sturdy design with a large base plate of heavy-gauge steel
• Multifunctional: also suitable for airing jackets and shirts
• Best suited to offices, reception rooms, surgeries and publicly accessible areas

• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Made of sturdy, powder-coated metal in black matt
• Load: hanging rail 40 kg or 12 jackets + 8 hooks each loadable up to 10 kg + hooks for handbags
• Firmly screwed hooks made of chromium-plated metal – no rocking, Ø 2 cm, conical shape for
optimum support of the clothes

• Large, flat steel base plate 52 x 40 cm, 5 mm thick – improves stability and reduces trip hazard
• Felt floor protectors on underside of base
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,5 kg172 cm90 black940 78

Coat rack MAULcaligo
• High-quality freestanding steel coat rack for continuous use
• Holds lots of garments
• Sturdy and elegant: steel post, matt black powder-coating
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Clever: 4 additional hooks on the post for light garments or accessories, 4 more on the

umbrella stand for pocket umbrellas
• Particularly suitable for high traffic: public areas, foyers, offices

• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 5 cm
• 32 plastic hooks made from break-proof ABS: 8 hat hooks, 16 coat hooks, 4 additional hooks on
both the post and umbrella stand

• Spin top, Ø 46 cm, for easy access from all sides
• With umbrella stand, Ø 27 cm, for up to 8 umbrellas and 4 telescoping umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,6 kg175 cm90 black940 80
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Coat rack MAULnebula
• Elegant freestanding steel coat rack for heavy use
• Sturdy and elegant: glossy metallic look post and hooks
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Clever: 4 additional hooks on the post for light garments or accessories, 4 more on the

umbrella stand for pocket umbrellas
• Fixed with screws: plastic tips are tight and won't wobble
• Particularly suitable for high exposure areas, e.g. cafés, foyers, waiting rooms

• Safe: rounded plastic tips are easy on clothing
• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 5 cm
• 20 hooks: 6 hat hooks and 6 coat hooks in metal, 4 additional plastic hooks on both the post and
the umbrella stand

• Plastic tips: hat hooks Ø 5,5 cm, coat hooks Ø 3,8 cm, made from break-proof ABS
• Spin top, Ø 41 cm, for easy access from all sides
• With umbrella stand, Ø 27 cm, for up to 8 umbrellas and 4 telescoping umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,6 kg176 cm96 light silver940 77

Coat rack MAULnubis
• Sturdy freestanding steel coat rack for heavy use
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Clever: 4 additional hooks on the post for light garments or accessories, 4 more on the

umbrella stand for pocket umbrellas
• Safe: rounded plastic tips are easy on clothing
• Fixed with screws: plastic tips are tight and won't wobble

• Discretely fits into any area
• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 5 cm, matt black powder-coating
• 20 hooks: 6 hat hooks and 6 coat hooks in metal, 4 additional plastic hooks on both the post and
the umbrella stand

• Plastic tips: hat hooks Ø 5,5 cm, coat hooks Ø 3,8 cm, made from break-proof ABS
• Spin top, Ø 41 cm, for easy access from all sides
• With umbrella stand, Ø 27 cm, for up to 8 umbrellas and 4 telescoping umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).10,3 kg176 cm90 black940 70
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Coat rack MAULgrando
• Sturdy freestanding steel coat rack for heavy use
• Well thought-out: offset clothes rails with hooks on both sides distribute the load and enable

easy access
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Clever: 4 additional hooks along the column for light garments or accessories, 4 more on

the umbrella stand for pocket umbrellas
• Safe: rounded plastic tips are easy on clothing
• Fixed with screws: plastic tips are tight and won't wobble

• Discretely fits into any area
• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 5 cm, glossy black
• 16 hooks, 8 metal coat hooks, 4 additional plastic hooks on both the post and umbrella stand
• Plastic coat hook tips Ø 5,5 cm, made from break-proof ABS
• Spin top, Ø 37,5 cm, for easy access from any side
• With umbrella stand, Ø 27 cm, for up to 8 umbrellas and 4 telescoping umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,4 kg175 cm90 black940 60

Coat rack MAULcalima
• Designer coat rack in an elegant metallic look
• Elegant: glossy column and hooks
• Well thought-out: offset hanging rails distribute the load and enable easy access
• Fixed with screws: hanging rails and metal caps are kept secure
• Heavy duty: sturdy column with silver metal spacers for a secure hold
• Stable: flat, solid steel base plate with a wide diameter ensures excellent stability and

minimises the risk of tripping
• Ideal space-saving option for entrance areas, offices or the home

• Discretely fits into any surroundings
• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Ø 4 cm chrome-plated column
• 7 fixed and screwedmetal hanging rails withmetal end caps for hanging garments and accessories
• Offset clothes hooks for easy access from all sides
• Ø 35 cm base with 5 floor-protecting felt pads
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).6,62 kg177 cm96 light silver940 64
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Coat rack MAULcaurus
• Sturdy, space-saving designer coat rack
• Well thought-out: offset hanging rails distribute the load and enable easy access
• Fixed with screws: hanging rails and metal caps are kept secure
• Heavy duty: sturdy column with silver metal spacers for a secure hold
• Stable: flat, solid steel base plate with a large diameter ensures excellent stability and

minimises the risk of tripping
• Ideal for entrance areas, offices or the home

• Discretely fits into any surroundings
• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Ø 4 cm column, black matt finish
• 7 fixed and screwedmetal hanging rails withmetal end caps for hanging garments and accessories
• Offset clothes hooks for easy access from all sides
• Ø 35 cm base weighing 3,6 kg with 5 floor-protecting felt pads
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).6,62 kg177 cm90 black940 62

Coat rack MAULventus
• Modern design freestanding steel coat rack in a metallic look
• Beautiful: coat hooks point upward to form a five level fountain
• Elegant and safe: rounded plastic tips are easy on clothing
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Fixed with screws: plastic tips are tight and won't wobble
• Eye-catcher: puristic umbrella stand with round accent cap

• Adds a cool ambiance to modern spaces, clubs, agencies, galleries
• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 4 cm
• 5 metal hooks with plastic tips, Ø 5,5 cm, made from break-proof ABS
• Top Ø 41 cm
• With umbrella stand, Ø 21 cm, for up to 6 umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,4 kg188 cm96 light silver940 65
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Coat rack MAULaura
• The young, modern freestanding steel coat rack
• Exciting contrast: black matt surface and round wooden tips in beech
• Dynamic design: three straight and one elliptical hook
• Compact: small diameter also fits small spaces
• Safe: rounded wooden tips are easy on clothes
• Particularly suited for household use or as a second coat rack

• Column bottom Ø 5 cm, top 2,5 cm
• 4 metal hooks with tips, Ø 3,3 cm in wood, firmly glued in
• Crown width 35 cm
• Steel base Ø 36,5 cm, rounded for stability
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).5,5 kg180 cm70 wood940 55

Coat stand MAULsamba
• Premium, elegantly designed and sturdy coat rack
• Hanging rail of 100 cm providing space for up to 16 jackets or coats
• Holds many garments: 8 hooks for hanging items of clothing, two additional hooks on the

stand for children’s coats or handbags
• Ingenious: stands can also be used to hang up caps, bicycle helmets and accessories
• Very sturdy design with a solid cross brace
• Easy to move: 4 twin wheels, Ø 50 cm, 2 of which are with break
• Best suited to offices, reception rooms, surgeries and publicly accessible areas

• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Also at home for the hall or as a replacement for the wardrobe
• Made of sturdy, powder-coated metal in black matt
• Load: hanging rail 40 kg or 16 jackets + 8 hooks each loadable up to 10kg + hooks for handbags
• Firmly screwed hooks made of chromium-plated metal – no rocking, Ø 2 cm, conical shape for
optimum support of the garments

• Colour black RAL 9004
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle
• Available from end of April 2021

PUWeightSizeHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 kg115,5 x 172,5 x 50,8 cm172,5 cm90 black942 41
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Coat stand MAULbolero
• Mobile clothes rack in a compact design
• Large capacity: accommodates 12 jackets or coats
• Sturdy: made of robust metal with a rigid hanging rail
• Moveable: easy to wheel around even when loaded with clothes thanks to four wheel swivel

castors
• Practical: features a large hat and shoe shelf consisting of a sturdy, ventilating perforated

sheet
• Space-saving: clothes rack can be positioned up against a wall
• Suitable for event spaces, shared houses, trade fairs, reception areas and the home

• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Clothes rail made of powder-coated metal in black matt
• Convenient: hanging rail at the front makes it easy to hang up garments, length 74 cm, Ø 2,5 cm,
maximum load 46 kg

• Spacious: hat shelf 72,5 x 30,5 cm (maximum load 20 kg) and second shelf 72,5 x 42 cm
(maximum load 20 kg) for bags or shoes

• Includes 4 double roller wheels Ø 5 cm, 2 of which are lockable
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightSizeHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).12,4 kg166 x 78 x 46 cm166 cm90 black942 44

Coat stand MAULlimbo
• Mobile clothes rack with a timeless design
• Large capacity: accommodates up to 40 jackets or coats
• Practical: retractable side arms for up to 8 more jackets on each side or for hanging bags

and accessories
• Sturdy: made of robust metal with a rigid hanging rail and widely-spaced stabilising feet
• Moveable: easy to wheel around even when loaded with clothes thanks to four double swivel

castors
• Suitable for event spaces, trade fairs, in reception areas or the home

• Clothes rail made of powder-coated metal in black matt
• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Hanging rail length 151 cm, Ø 2,5 cm, maximum load 30 kg
• With retractable side arms allowing a total width of up to 220 cm
• Includes 4 double roller castors Ø 5 cm, 2 of which are lockable
• Colour black RAL 9004
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUWeightSizeHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).6,3 kg156 x 151 x 50 cm156 cm90 black942 11
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HQ plastic coat hanger
• Modern design
• Looks beautiful on a coat rack and in the wardrobe
• High-quality plastic hook and shoulders
• Elegant: glossy black or white finish
• Sturdy: won't break if accidentally dropped
• For use with dry and wet clothes

• Wrinkle-free garment storage
• Heady duty: even holds heavy jackets

PUPieces/PUHook ØSizeColoursItem

1 pack5 pcs.4 cm46 x 19 cm02 white, 90 black945 15

Metal coat hanger
• High-quality steel coat hanger, matte black power-coating with black design ends
• Protective ends in finished wood
• Simple design with high stability
• Particularly suited for modern décor and coat racks in foyers and offices
• Sturdy: won't break if accidentally dropped
• For use with dry and wet clothes

• Wrinkle-free garment storage
• Heavy duty: even holds heavy jackets

PUPieces/PUHook ØSizeColoursItem

1 pack5 pcs.5,5 cm46 x 19 cm90 black945 20

Wooden coat hanger
• Classic coat hanger made from solid beech
• With trouser bar and notch for hanging skirts
• Practical: shirt and blouse collars keep their shape
• Swivel metal hook
• Heavy duty: even holds heavy jackets
• For use with dry and wet clothes

• Proven: wrinkle-free garment storage
• Particularly suited for traditional décor or wardrobes
• Pleasant to the touch

PUPieces/PUHook ØSizeColoursItem

1 pack8 pcs.4 cm45 x 22 cm70 wood945 33
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Wall clock MAULfly, RC
• Elegant: classic, modern design, sturdy workmanship
• Narrow, brushed aluminium frame
• Radio controlled clock
• Choice of black or white clock face
• 30,5 cm diameter
• Narrow, discreet hands, easily visible
• For the modern office space, representative premises and design-orientated users

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1.5 V (AA) battery
• Clock face in white or black with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30,5 x 5 cm02 white, 90 black906 34

Wall clock MAULpilot, RC
• Classy: elegant, classical design, sturdy workmanship
• Wide, brushed aluminium frame
• Radio controlled clock
• 30,5 cm diameter
• Clock hands in black, very easily visible
• For the modern office space, representative premises and design-orientated users

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1.5 V (AA) battery
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30,5 x 4,5 cm08 aluminium906 33
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Wall clock MAULmove, RC
• Classy: elegant, modern appearance, stable workmanship
• Wide, brushed aluminium frame
• Radio controlled clock
• Two sizes
• Clearly legible numbers
• Narrow and stylish arabic numerals in black
• Digit height: 3,5 cm (Ø 30,5 cm); 4,4 cm (Ø 40 cm)
• For the modern office space, representative premises and design-orientated users

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1,5 V (AA) battery
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30,5 x 4,5 cm08 aluminium906 30

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 40 x 5,2 cm08 aluminium906 31
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Wall clock MAULclimb, RC
• Classy: Elegant appearance, modern design
• Extra large digits for good legibility even at long distances
• Narrow and subtle frame, 0,6 cm, made from black shockproof plastic material
• Radio controlled clock
• Diameter: 47 cm
• Narrow and stylish arabic numerals in black, height 5,7 cm
• For coworking offices, in auditoriums, seminar halls, warehouses, large entrance areas or

foyers

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1.5 V (AA) battery
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism, hour and minute hands in black, second hand in red
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop
• Expected availability end of May 2021

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 47 x 5,5 cm90 black905 48

Wall clock MAULdrive, RC
• Elegant model with thermometer and hygrometer
• Measures humidity on a scale of 0 - 100% and temperature between -30° - + 50°C (-30° -

+130°F)
• Radio controlled clock
• 30 cm diameter
• Modern frame made of shatterproof plastic, silver
• Clearly legible numbers

• For monitoring indoor climatic conditions
• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1,5 V (AA) battery
• Arabic digits in white, wide font
• Digit height: 2,5 cm
• Clock face in black with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30 x 5 cm95 silver905 90
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Wall clock MAULstep, RC/quartz
• Standard model with appealing design
• Quartz or radio-controlled clock
• Three sizes
• Modern frame made of shock proof plastic
• Clearly legible numbers
• Discreet appearance for office spaces or in the home

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery-operated, includes 1 x 1,5 V (AA) battery
• Arabic digits in black, wide font for Ø 30 cm, narrow font for Ø 35 cm
• Digit height 2,5 cm (Ø 30 cm); 3 cm (Ø 35 cm); 3,5 cm (Ø 40 cm)
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Mounted on a wall using a loop
• 905 30, 905 35, 905 40: Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of
summer/winter time. Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in
buildings is possible. In these cases, amanual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx.
1500 km from the transmitter location

• 905 30 02: Sturdy standard model in pure white frame made of shatterproof plastic in white
• 905 31: Sliding second hand

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30 x 5 cm02 white, 95 silver905 30

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 30 x 5 cm95 silver905 31

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 35 x 5 cm95 silver905 35

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 40 x 5 cm95 silver905 40

Wall clock MAULjump, RC
• Trendy design, 3 modern colours
• Wide frame, coloured outside and black inside
• Radio controlled clock
• 30,5 cm diameter
• Elegant: narrow hands, easily visible
• Sturdy workmanship: frame of 1,5 cm, made of shock proof plastic
• In offices, meeting and recreation rooms, entrance areas, the workshop or at home

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery operation, includes 1 x 1.5 V (AA) battery
• Clock face in frame colour, second hand in red (905 34 25: second hand in black)
• Movement mechanism, hour and minute hands in white
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop
• Expected availability end of May 2021

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30,5 x 4 cm25 red, 34 light blue, 90 black905 34
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Wall clock MAULrun, RC/quartz
• Standard model for price-conscious people
• Quartz or radio-controlled clock
• 25,2 cm diameter
• Modern frame made of shock proof plastic, silver
• Discreet appearance for office spaces or in the home

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery-operated, includes 1 x 1,5 V (AA) battery
• Arabic digits in black, fine font
• Digit height 2,3 cm
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Mounted on a wall using a loop
• 905 25: Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter
time. Signal interference due to geological situations ormetal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location.

• 905 26: Sliding second hand

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 25,2 x 5 cm95 silver905 25

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 25,2 x 5 cm95 silver905 26

Wall and table clock MAULflow, digital, RC
• Precise: digital time display to the second by radio signal
• Overlook everything at a glance: displays the week day and the week number, calender until

2099 with reminder function
• Many other functions: displays room temperature and moon phases, timer function, snooze

function, dual alarm
• Large time digits: 4,8 cm, also readable from 10 m distance, well arranged display
• Days of the week in 7 languages: German, English, French, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Danish
• Ideal for the office, the reception area, public institutions, at home or in a home office

• Modern design: black surface in high-gloss finish, control buttons on the back
• Automatic ajdustment of summer/winter time
• Flexible: select 12-hour or 24-hour display
• Dual alarm: two alarm sounds, e.g. for using 2 different wake-up times from Monday to Friday
and for the week-end

• Snooze /repeated alarm function: 8 x 5 min
• Easy operation, silent control buttons
• Displays room temperature (-10° to +50°C) in °C or °F
• Battery operated: 2 batteries AA included 1,5 V
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal
• Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range of the signal approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Time zone adjustable +/- 12 hours
• Practical: for standing on fold-out foot or hanging on a wall, 2 loops on the back
• Total size of clock 23 x 16 cm, high contrast LCD display, 17 x 9 cm

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).23 x 16 cm90 black908 28
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» HIGH DESKS:  
   ERGONOMIC AND EFFICIENCY-IMPROVING 
 

As a standing work station for storage, laptop work or making phone calls, as a discussion or projec-

 

Professional monitor lectern with flat screen arm
• Maximum stability and top quality
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Complete: with flat monitor arm for screens up to 8 kg, two adapters, PC holding and keyboard

tray
• Strong: high quality materials, robust processing technique
• Sitting or standing: stepless adjustable height from 75 cm (sitting height) to 120 cm, platform

can be tilted forward + 10°
• Safe: gentle lowering of desk by means of air damp technology prevents stand from suddenly

giving way

• Versatile and healthy: for dynamic office work part-time sitting/part-time standing, or compact
workplace, e.g. in sales rooms

• Attachment according to VESA-standard (Video Electronics Standard Association), two adapters
included 7,5 x 7,5 cm or 10 x 10 cm

• 3 joints for every angle option: adjustable 180° upwards/downwards and to the left/right, monitor
connection can be turned up to 270°

• Stable: strong steel arm, made of 6 mm steel, powder-coated
• Adjustable sight distance: screw fixing can be released and slipped (under the platform) by 5 cm
• Sturdy: steel PC holder 40 x 15,5 x 25,5 cm (w x d x h ), mountable on both sides
• Firmly fixed: two included flat belts secure the PC, even while moving the stand
• Non-wearing: platform, maximum load 30 kg, rounded, easy to clean
• Aluminium keyboard tray, can be pulled out 5,5-21 cm, width 39 cm, with raised edge at front
• Massive: steel telescopic column, external Ø 6 cm
• Safe locking by means of ergonomic clamp screw, to be used without effort
• Star base Ø 61 cm, made of robust die-cast aluminium with 5 locking castors
• Protected: external column and base powder coated, internal column zinc-plated
• Developed with 100 years know-how in metal-processing

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Beech (multiplex plywood) 60x52x2,5 cm70 wood931 70
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Ergonomic table lectern
• Maximum stability and top quality
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Strong: high quality materials, robust processing technique
• Healthy: for dynamic office work part-time sitting/part-time standing or compact workplace,

e.g. phone calls, laptop or filing work
• Sitting or standing: stepless adjustable height from 75 cm (sitting height) to 120 cm, platform

can be tilted forward + 10°
• Safe: gentle lowering of desk by means of air damp technology prevents stand from suddenly

giving way

• Versatile: compact workplace e.g. in sales rooms or extension of the working surface to improve
the sight distance to the monitor

• Non-wearing: platform, maximum load 30 kg, rounded, easy to clean
• Convenient: tray for pens and accessories, raised edge at front prevents rolling down
• Massive: steel telescopic column, external Ø 6 cm
• Safe locking by means of ergonomic clamp screw, to be used without effort
• Star base Ø 61 cm, made of robust die-cast aluminium with 5 locking castors
• Protected: external column and base powder coated, internal column zinc-plated
• Developed with 100 years know-how in metal-processing
• Additional types of surface on request

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Beech (multiplex plywood) 60x52x2,2 cm70 wood930 40

1 pc(s).Melamin resin laminated 60x51x2,5 cm02 white, 82 grey930 41

Ergonomic table lectern
• Unique in stability, quality and function
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Versatile: ideal to enlarge small desks or to be used as standing workplace
• Space-saving: thanks to clamp more available surface
• Back-friendly: avoids fixed posture, reduces pressure on the spine
• Elegant platform with straight front for optimal work position
• Powerful: high-quality sturdy clamp ensures stability

• Load 30 kg
• Solid platform, rounded, easy to clean
• Variable platform height approx. 31 - 43 cm (above the desk)
• Adjustable: platform can be tilted forward + 10°, turned 360° and fixed bymeans of a lever clamp
• Convenient: tray for pens and accessories, raised edge at front prevents rolling down
• Massive: steel telescopic column, external Ø 6 cm
• Safe locking by means of ergonomic clamp lever, to be used without effort
• Clamp base width 10 cm, made of strong flat steel, suitable for desks up to 8 cm, with desk
protection

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Beech (multiplex plywood) 60x52x2,2 cm70 wood930 10

1 pc(s).Melamin resin laminated 60x51x2,5 cm02 white, 82 grey930 11
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High table
• High stability, top quality
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Versatile: can be used as a bistro table, for decorating, as a lectern
• For dynamic office work: part-time sitting, part-time standing

• High quality: desk top of melamine resin in beech wood decor
• Non-wearing: easy to clean
• Protects: with plastic gliders to prevent scratching the floor
• Diameter 60 cm, desk top thickness 2,2 cm
• Total height of table approx. 109,5 cm
• Sturdy: steel column, Ø 5 cm, powder-coated
• Stable: aluminium base, Ø 61 cm, powder-coated

PUSurfaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).Melamin resin laminated70 wood932 30

1 pc(s).Melamin resin laminated02 white932 31

Side table
• Basic model, low-priced
• For overhead-projectors and all common beamers
• Can be used as a side-table
• Stepless height adjustment from 64 - 100 cm
• Sturdy: steel telescopic column, strong platform

• Size of platform 38 x 38 cm, capacity approx. 20 kg
• Platform with melamine surface, easy to clean
• Safe blocking without effort by means of star knob srew
• Stable pedestal cubic tube
• Mobile: including 4 castors, 2 lockable

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).82 grey933 10
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Projector trolley MAULpro with side shelf
• Highest stability and top quality
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Includes side shelf for projector, 933 30: with lead and triple socket for grounded round

European plug
• Lead friendly: parallel height adjustment of shelves, lead will not be overstretched
• Sturdy: high quality materials, robust application technique, designed by MAUL metal

construction professionals
• Safe: gentle lowering of the supporting plate by means of air-damp technology prevents

stand from suddenly giving way

• Sitting or standing use: stepless height adjustment from 73,5 cm (sitting height) - 120 cm, platform
can be tilted forward +10°

• Size of platform 35 x 50 cm (L x B), with stop angle, capacity approx. 30 kg
• Side shelf 30 x 30 cm, capacity 8 kg, for the right or left side
• Side shelf can be stored by folding upwards using magnetic clamp
• 39 cm distance between both shelves in horizontal position
• Sturdy: steel telescopic column, ext. Ø 6 cm
• Safe blocking without effort by means of ergonomic clamping lever
• Star base Ø 61 cm, robust die-cast aluminium with 5 locking castors
• Durable: external column and foot are powder coated, the internal column is zinc plated
• Constructed with the experience of 100 years metal processing
• Laminated melamine resin surface, other surfaces on request
• Colour-Code 89: noble surface, anthracite-metallic-fine structure
• 933 30: Includes multiple socket, 230 V, max. 2500W (GS, VDE) and red lead (compulsory),
length of lead 3 m

PUAccessoriesColoursItem

1 pc(s).inclusive82 grey, 89 anthracite933 30

1 pc(s).exclusive82 grey, 89 anthracite933 31

Projector trolley MAULpro
• Highest stability and top quality
• Made in Germany, 3 years guarantee
• Sitting or standing use: stepless height adjustment from 73,5 cm (sitting height) - 120 cm,

platform can be tilted forward +10°
• Sturdy: high quality materials, robust application technique, designed by MAUL metal

construction professionals
• Safe: gentle lowering of the supporting plate by means of air-damp technology prevents

stand from suddenly giving way

• Size of platform 35 x 50 cm (L x B), with stop angle, capacity approx. 30 kg
• Sturdy: steel telescopic column, ext. Ø 6 cm
• Safe blocking without effort by means of ergonomic clamping lever
• Star base Ø 61 cm, robust die-cast aluminium with 5 locking castors
• Durable: external column and foot are powder coated, the internal column is zinc plated
• Constructed with the experience of 100 years metal processing
• Laminated melamine resin surface, other surfaces on request
• Colour-Code 89: noble surface, anthracite-metallic-fine structure

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).82 grey, 89 anthracite933 29
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MAULboard stand version
• Creates additional space on the desk
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• All you need within your reach
• Board depth accommodates files

• Desk protection pads
• Laminated melamine resin surface, thickness 2,2 cm
• Suitable for many lines of office furniture
• Height 17 cm, depth 30 cm
• Feet made of sturdy aluminium

PUCapacityLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).100 kg80 cm82 grey800 28

1 pc(s).100 kg100 cm82 grey800 30
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Ergonomic footrest with heating MAULpro
• Against cold feet: high-quality carpet covering, quick warm-up
• Stepless adjustable from 30° to 45° C, operation and indication panel on front side
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to adapt posture to desk height
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, non-slip underside
• EMV tested (electromagnetic conformity)
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm
• 220 V/35 W

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 50

Ergonomic footrest MAULpro, convenient
• Carpeted footrest for maximum comfort
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to adapt posture to desk height
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, non-slip underside
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 25

Ergonomic footrest MAULpro
• Non-slippery: platform with knobbed surface for better grip
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to adapt posture to desk height
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, non-slip underside
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 20
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Footrest MAULstandard, nubby
• To adapt posture to desk height: basic model with large platform
• Non-slippery: platform with knobbed surface for better grip
• Functional: adjustable in height 2 stages and 6 inclinations

• To adapt posture to desk height
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic
• Front height min. 5,5 cm, max. 6,5 cm / back min. 9,1 cm, max. 13,8 cm
• Non-slip stand

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 35,3 cm90 black901 15

Footrest MAULsolid, rubberized
• Very flexible: basic model, 4 stages
• Non-slippery: platform with rubberised surface
• Adjustable in height 4 stages and 4 inclinations

• To adapt posture to desk height
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic
• Front height min. 3 cm, max. 6,5 cm / back height min. 8 cm, max. 12,5 cm
• Non-slip rubberised surface

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).37 x 25 cm90 black901 25

» IMPROVE YOUR WORKSTATION  
   WITH FOOTRESTS 

-
station in three easy steps.

Correctly position your seat. 

table’s surface – the height of the seat’s surface must be adjusted. 

Your thigh should lie horizontally on the seat 
– the height of the footrest must be adjusted.

the footrest must be adjusted.
90
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Copy holder universal with double arm and clamp
base
• Work conform adjustment of the sighting distance
• Work is less tiring, fewer mistakes
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• A4 holder, revolves through 360°
• Can be used separately as a clipboard by withdrawing it from the holder

• Fewer head movements
• Gentle on head, neck and eyes
• Portrait and landscape format possible, line guides can be switched
• Non central attachment of clipboard to arm possible
• Clip width: 0,9 cm, holds up to 100 sheets
• Clip (blue) can be placed either on the short or long side
• 4,2 cm pull-out extension on the top for larger formats
• Line guide can be placed on the long or short side, with an extension for landscape format
• Line guidemade of non-reflective SAN plastic material, adjustable for its full height and removable
• Joints can be easily adjusted, due to the practical wing screws
• Shock-proof plastic, anti-glare matt surface
• 813 22: Double-arm length 38 cm. Clamp fitting for desks up to 9,5 cm thick. Metal clamp with
hidden mounting. Additional swivel joint with pivoting angle limitation

• 813 24: With tray for pens and paper clips. Length of support arm 19 cm. Foot 22,4 x 19,7 cm

PUBaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).Clamp82 grey813 22

1 pc(s).Base plate82 grey813 24
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Telephone arm with multifunctional platform
• Also for notebooks, small switchboards, fax, combined units
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years

• Arm length 29,8 cm, desk clearance 16,4 cm, revolves through 360°
• Metal clamp foot for desks up to 7,5 cm
• Including two side wings, 4 positioning pins to secure the telephone

PUPlatformCapacityColoursItem

1 pc(s).22 x 35,7 cm5 kg82 grey830 42

Telephone arm classic
• Powder-coated metal column
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Arm extendable to 1 m length

• Shock-proof plastic base cover and platform
• Adjustable for telephones up to 26 cm wide, max. depth 26,5 cm
• Platform can be inclined downwards by 14°, rotates through 360°
• Desk clearance 22 cm in horizontal position
• Clamp fitting up to 8 cm can be affixed with screws

PUCapacityHeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 kg43 cm82 grey, 90 black831 50
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Telephone arm elegant
• Revolves through 360°
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• With two side wings
• Arm extendable to 1 m total length, cable management on the scissors

• Column height 40,5 cm, desk clearance 18 cm
• 4 positioning pins to secure the telephone
• Auxiliary joint for frontal positioning of the telephone
• Clamp foot for desks up to 7,5 cm

PUPlatformCapacityColoursItem

1 pc(s).22 x 35,7 cm5 kg82 grey831 32

Telephone arm elegant with wall-mounting
• With two side wings
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Arm extendable to 1 m total length, cable management on the scissors

• 4 positioning pins to secure the telephone
• Auxiliary joint for frontal positioning of the telephone

PUPlatformCapacityColoursItem

1 pc(s).22 x 35,7 cm5 kg82 grey831 35
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Multi-function clamping rail MAULpro, aluminium
• Five functions: powerful, elegant clamping rail
• Simply insert the entire length of the document from below, and it is automatically held

securely in place
• Front suitable for magnets, can be used for photos or magnetic name tags, can be written

on using whiteboard markers and dry-wiped
• Including: 2 multifunctional hooks, sliding and removable for light jackets, keys or flipchart

pads from 11 mm perforation
• Groove on the top for placing pens or holding up cards, photos, memos
• Made in Germany from the pro with decade-long experience in metal construction
• Convenient: incl. fixing material for screwing on, with height compensation function

• High-performance: for paper 80 g/m² and over to 1 mm thick cardboard
• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures or posters

• Useful everywhere: in the office or home office, workshop, hall, kitchen or children's room
• Practical: can be used individually or joined together for large rooms or long halls
• Extension adapter and mounting material included
• High quality: elegant design, flat construction
• Insertion aid for the paper integrated in the profile
• Bar filled with plastic rolls: no wedging, paper can be changed easily and quickly
• Sturdy whiteboard panel set in aluminium profile with plastic end caps, depth 1.5 cm
• Magnets/accessories/pens/decoration not included
• Save and ecological packaging, can be recycled
• 3-year guarantee
• Expected availability: end of April 2021

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).4,2 cm50 cm08 aluminium624 82

1 pc(s).4,2 cm100 cm08 aluminium624 84
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Swivel arm wall rail
• With 4 adjustable roller clips
• Practical: documents (also thicker) only have to be pushed into the clips and they snap shut

themselves
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Can be mounted on the wall (screws are hidden), assembly material included
• Flexible: by sliding the clips different formats can be attached
• Profiled elegant silver anodised aluminium wall rail

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room, for walls, closets or doors
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Semi-circular knobs and joints
• Can be extended with roller clips V (Art. No. 625 20 84) or magnetic clips V (Art. No. 626 30 84)
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled
• 625 10: Incl. 4 sliding roller clips : insert the paper from below. The roller clip holds it
automatically

• 625 11: Incl. 4 slidingmagnetic clips: open the clip, insert the paper, the clip snaps shut and holds
it firmly

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).3,8 cm104,5 cm85 grey625 10

1 pc(s).3,8 cm104,5 cm85 grey625 11

Roller clip wall rail
• With roller clip mechanism: with 4 adjustable roller clips
• Practical: documents (also thicker) only have to be pushed into the clips and they snap shut

themselves
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Can be nailed on the wall, nails are included
• Flexible: by sliding the clips different formats can be attached
• Clear grey profiled rail, shock-proof plastic material

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: Information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures etc.

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room, for walls, closets or doors.
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Can be extended with roller clips V (Art. No. 625 20 84) or magnetic clips V (Art. No. 626 30 84)
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).3,81 cm100 cm82 grey624 31
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Magnetic clip S
• Magnetic clips with snap mechanism: large documents can be affixed by one person
• The way it goes: open clips (automatically stay open) enter documents and clips snap shut

themselves and stay closed
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Easy mounting: self-adhesive, can be removed without leaving residues and reused with

double-sided adhesive tape
• Magnetic clips lacquered on the inside to avoid rupture when pulling documents from closed

clips
• Can't be lost in contrast to magnets

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.3,6 x 4 cm35 blue, 84 grey, 94 silver624 00

Roller clip S
• Roller clips with snap mechanism: large documents (also thicker) can be affixed by one

person
• The way it goes: documents only have to be pushed into the roller clips and they snap shut

themselves. In order to withdraw documents just lift the roll
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Easy mounting: self-adhesive, can be removed without leaving residues and reused with

double-sided adhesive tape
• Can't be lost in contrast to magnets

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: Information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.3,3 x 4,3 cm35 blue, 84 grey, 94 silver624 10
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Aluminium wall clip, self-adhesive
• Exposure of information using clamp mechanism
• Elegant shape made of silver anodised aluminium, extremely flat
• Designed by MAUL: developed and constructed in Germany
• Easy mounting: equipped with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves

residues when removing

• The way it goes: press the clip on the upper side, enter the documents and release for secure fit
• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures etc.

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room, for walls, closets or doors.
• Functional: can be used individually or joined together
• Flat clip, only 1,3 cm in height
• Clip opening 1 cm
• Self-service packaging
• Restrictedly suitable for structured wall surfaces and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).4 cm3,5 cm08 aluminium624 69

1 pc(s).4 cm11,3 cm08 aluminium624 66

1 pc(s).4 cm15,6 cm08 aluminium624 65

1 pc(s).4 cm21,8 cm08 aluminium624 64

1 pc(s).4 cm30,5 cm08 aluminium624 63

1 pc(s).4 cm42,8 cm08 aluminium624 62
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Aluminium wall clip MAULgrip
• Convenient: attach information by slotting it in from below
• Secure: firm hold with three rubber lips, 4 kg/100 cm load
• High-performance: for paper 80 g/m² and over to 2 mm thick cardboard
• Flat design
• Easy to assemble: screw the hangers to the wall and simply click in the strip

• Subtle, durable and convenient: for putting up information in viewing range, e.g., graphics,
reminders, schedules, alternating notices and posters

• In the office or garage, at school or nursery school, at home, on walls, cabinets and doors
• How to do it: insert the fixing material into the opening from below and release it, as well as the
insertion aid. It will stay in place

• Practical: affix individually or connect others
• Length individually adjustable with hacksaw
• Includes assembly material and end caps

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 cm100,5 cm02 white624 58

Aluminium information ledge, magnetic
• Double use: strip individually writable, intelligent tiltmechanism allows for clamping

documents
• Magnetic: for use on magnet-adhering surfaces like whiteboards, refrigerators or lockers
• Designed by MAUL: developed and constructed in Germany
• Noble: silver anodised aluminium, flat construction, depth 0,7 cm

• Individually writable: paper strips up to 3,4 cm can be inserted, protection plastic sheet included
• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen, children's room or in showcases allowing quick changes of the displayed
information

• Magnetic strip on the backside
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Self-service packaging

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).4,5 cm21 cm08 aluminium624 70
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Clip wall rail MAULexpress, self-adhesive
• Documents can be easily affixed from below
• For price-conscious people
• For regular changing information: room occupancy, machine data, menus etc.
• Easy mounting: equipped with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves

residues when removing
• Rail made of break-proof plastic

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).3 cm50 cm02 white624 55

1 pc(s).3 cm100 cm02 white624 56

Clamping rail MAULballfix, aluminium
• Several functions: rail filled with ball bearings and grooves for further information options
• Documents can be affixed along the complete rail and hold automatically
• Front side with slots for paper slips (height 34 mm) for organisation purposes
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Screw fastening with longholesystem, assembly material included
• Noble: made of silver anodised aluminium, end-knobs are grey

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Can be used individually or joined together

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5,6 cm50,6 cm08 aluminium624 41

1 pc(s).5,6 cm100,6 cm08 aluminium624 42
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Clamping rail MAULballfix, plastic
• Several functions: rail filled with ball bearings and grooves for further information options
• Documents can be affixed along the complete rail and hold automatically
• Front side with slots for paper slips (height 36 mm) for organisation purposes
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Easy mounting: equipped with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves

residues when removing

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).4,7 cm50 cm09 other624 44

1 pc(s).4,7 cm100 cm09 other624 45

Information rail design MAULpro
• Nicely formed: inform using magnets
• 4 spherical magnets included
• Extra useful: front hold magnets and writeable with whiteboardmarkers
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Can be mounted on the wall (screws are hidden), assembly material included
• More design: metal rail framed by an aluminium profile depth 1 cm

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Safe and environmental-friendly packaging, can be recycled

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5,4 cm101 cm94 silver625 00
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Metal ledge MAULnail-up
• Informing using magnets
• Well-thought: 3-dimensional profile offers more stability
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Includes steel nails for attaching to wall
• Sturdy: plastic-coated steel

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Magnets are not included
• Safe and environmental-friendly packaging, can be recycled

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 cm100 cm02 white620 50

Metal ledge MAULsolid, stainless steel,
self-adhesive
• Informing using magnets, d

esigned by MAUL
• Elegant: brushed stainless steel, thickness 0,45 mm
• Easy mounting without drilling
• Equipped on the full surface with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces,

leaves residues when removing

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures or posters. For offices, workshops, halls or kitchen

• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 cm50 cm95 silver620 66

1 pc(s).5 cm100 cm95 silver620 76

Metal ledge MAULsolid, self-adhesive
• Informing using magnets
• Your choice: 2 colours and 2 sizes
• Designed by MAUL
• Easy mounting without drilling: equipped on the full surface with self-adhesive foam to

balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves residues when removing
• Non-scratch surface: stove-lacquered fine steel sheet, thickness 0,5 mm

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures or posters

• For offices, workshops, halls or kitchens
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 cm50 cm02 white620 30

1 pc(s).5 cm100 cm02 white, 84 grey620 40
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Metal ledge MAULstandard, self-adhesive
• Informing using magnets
• For price-conscious people
• Functional: can be used with whiteboard markers and dry-wiped
• Non-scratch surface: plastic-coated thin steel sheet, thickness 0,41 mm
• Easy mounting without drilling
• Equipped with self-adhesive foam pads to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves residues

when removing

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures or posters

• For offices, workshops, halls or kitchens
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free
• 620 60: 4 self-adhesive foam pads 4 x 4 cm included
• 620 70: 8 self-adhesive foam pads 4 x 4 cm included

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).5 cm50 cm02 white620 60

1 pc(s).5 cm100 cm02 white620 70

Metal ledge MAULstandard, self-adhesive, with
magnets
• Informing using magnets
• Including grey magnets Ø 24 x 8 mm, strength 0,6 kg
• For price-conscious people
• Functional: can be used with whiteboard markers and dry-wiped
• Easy mounting: equipped with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves

residues when removing
• Non-scratch surface: plastic-coated steel sheet, thickness 0,41 mm

• Restrained and permanent: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos, plans,
pictures or posters

• For offices, halls, kitchen or children's room, for walls, closets or doors
• Can be used individually or joined together
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Surface must be clean and dust-free
• 620 62: 4 self-adhesive foam pads 4 x 4 cm included
• 620 72: 8 self-adhesive foam pads 4 x 4 cm included

PUIncludesWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).2 magnets5 cm50 cm02 white620 62

1 pc(s).4 magnets5 cm100 cm02 white620 72
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Metal strip, self-adhesive
• Informing using magnets
• Extra long: magnetic wall rail on a roll, can be hung from wall to wall and around the corner
• Cut to required length with normal scissors
• For kindergarten, schools, meetingrooms, galeries or advertising agencies
• Made in Germany, 3-year guarantee
• Easy mounting: equipped with self-adhesive foam to balance out uneven wall surfaces, leaves

residues when removing
• Non-scratch surface: white coated steel sheet, material thickness 0,13 mm

• Restrained, permanent and low-cost: information becomes more visible, e.g. drawings, memos,
plans, pictures etc.

• Can be used individually or joined together
• Surface must be clean and dust-free
• Only restrictedly suitable for structured walls and painted surfaces
• Magnets not included
• 621 00: Includes 3 blue round magnets, Ø 30 mm
• 621 20: Packed in a practical dispensing box

PUWidthLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).3,5 cm100 cm02 white621 00

1 pc(s).3,5 cm100 cm02 white621 01

1 pc(s).3,5 cm250 cm02 white621 05

1 pc(s).3,5 cm500 cm02 white621 10

1 pc(s).3,5 cm25 m02 white621 20
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Mobile presenter
• Highly functional: for presenting info-sheets: posters, proofs, technical drawings, flipchart

sheets
• Versatile: for changing venues, easily moved thanks to castors
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Flexible: free-standing or between 2 desks
• Advantage of the magnetic clips: documents only have to be pushed into the clips and they

snap shut themselves, thus allowing large documents to be affixed by one person
• Attractive design, high quality material

• Creates space: 3 aluminium swivel arms AO (132 cm, 80 g/m²) with 3 sliding magnetic clips each
• Can be extended for up to 6 arms (Art. No. 626 00 08 or 626 10 08)
• Documents can be hung on various clips, showing both sides
• Suitable for paper and othermaterial as well, like cloth or slides upto approx. 100 g/m², depending
on surface and thickness

• Clever: swivel armwith automatic braking for individual height adjustment, horizontally adjustable
• When not in use, the arms can be folded down out of the way
• Stable aluminium support Ø 30 mm
• Telescopic adjustable from 140 - 200 cm
• Elegant: very flat roller base
• Stable roller base with 5 special castors integrated
• Base cone-connection for simple assembly
• Safe: height adjustment with integrated brake and signal-coloured arm ends
• Colours: black-silver in combination with locking parts in grey
• Magnetic clips lacquered on the inside to avoid rupture when pulling documents from closed
clips

• Can also be used with rollerclips V (Art. No. 625 20 84)
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey625 60
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Table presenter
• Highly functional: for presenting info-sheets: posters, proofs, technical drawings, flipchart

sheets
• Space-saving: stable steel clamp
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Advantage of the magnetic clips: documents only have to be pushed into the clips and they

snap shut themselves, thus allowing large documents to be affixed by one person

• Aluminium swivel arm A1 (100 cm, 80 g/m²) with 3 sliding magnetic clips
• Can be extended for up to 4 arms (Art. No. 626 00 08 or 626 10 08)
• Documents can be hung on various clips, showing both sides
• Suitable for paper and othermaterial as well, like cloth or slides upto approx. 100 g/m², depending
on surface and thickness

• Clever: swivel armwith automatic braking for individual height adjustment, horizontally adjustable
• When not in use, the arms can be folded down out of the way
• Stable silver anodised support extendable to 120 cm above the desk
• Safe: height adjustment with integrated brake and signal-coloured arm ends
• Steel clamp with plastic housing suitable for desks up to 6 cm thickness
• Colours: black-silver in combination with locking parts in grey
• Magnetic clips lacquered on the inside to avoid rupture when pulling documents from closed
clips

• Can also be used with rollerclips V (Art. No. 625 20 84)
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey625 50
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Wall presenter
• Highly functional: for presenting info-sheets: posters, proofs, technical drawings, flipchart

sheets
• Swivelable: can be mounted on the wall
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Advantage of the magnetic clips: documents only have to be pushed into the clips and they

snap shut themselves, thus allowing large documents to be affixed by one person
• Including mounting material
• Attractive design, high quality material

• Creates a lot of space: 2 aluminium swivel arms A0 (132 cm, 80 g/m²) with 3 sliding magnetic
clips each

• Can be extended to up to 8 arms (Art. No. 626 00 08 or 626 10 08)
• Documents can be hung on various clips, showing both sides
• Suitable for paper and othermaterial as well, like cloth or slides upto approx. 100 g/m², depending
on surface and thickness

• Clever: swivel armwith automatic braking for individual height adjustment, horizontally adjustable
• When not in use, the arms can be folded down out of the way
• Stable silveranodised aluminium vertical support
• Safe: height adjustment with integrated brake and signal-coloured arm ends
• Colours: black-silver in combination with locking parts in grey
• Magnetic clips lacquered on the inside to avoid rupture when pulling documents from closed
clips

• Can also be used with rollerclips V (Art. No. 625 20 84)
• Safe and ecological packaging, can be recycled

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).84 grey625 30
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Swivel arm for presenter
• For extension of presenters (please observe max. load)
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Both sides can be equipped with magnetic clips V and roller clip V
• Automatic braking for vertical adjustment

• Noble: aluminium, silver anodised
• Safe: signal-coloured arm ends

PUFormatLengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).A0132 cm08 aluminium626 00

1 pc(s).A1100 cm08 aluminium626 10

Magnet clip V
• Sliding magnetic clips: for extension of swivel arms
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• With magnetic snapping mechanism
• Clever: large documents can be affixed by one person

• The way it goes: open clips (automatically stay open) enter documents and clips snap shut
themselves and stay closed

• Magnetic clips lacquered on the inside to avoid rupture when pulling documents from closed
clips

• Practical: integrated hook which can be used to hang up keys or pictures

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.3,6 x 4 cm84 grey626 30

Roller clip V
• Sliding roller clips: for swivel arms, wall rail and rollerclip wall rail
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• With roller snapping mechanism, even holds thicker documents
• Clever: large documents can be affixed by one person

• The way it goes: documents only have to be pushed into the clips and they roll shut themselves.
Lift the roll to withdraw the documents

• Practical: Integrated hook which can be used to hang up keys or pictures

PUPieces/PUSizeColoursItem

1 ctn.10 pcs.3,3 x 3,8 cm84 grey625 20
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Table presenter ................................................... 145
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TELEPHONE ARMS ..................................... 132–133
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UNIVERSAL STANDS ................................... 124–127
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Wall clock MAULclimb, RC .................................. 121
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Wall clock MAULfly, RC ....................................... 119
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Wall clock MAULmove, RC .................................. 120
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WALL CLOCKS ................................... 1 –123

Wall flipchart ......................................................... 59

Wall presenter ..................................................... 146

Whiteboard ..................................................... 2 –3
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Whiteboard cleaner ................................................ 66
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WHITEBOARDS ............................................... 20–39

Wipes .............................................................. 66–67

Wooden coat hanger ............................................ 117

Writing board ............................... 5 –55, 59–63

Yearly planer MAULstandard 14 months ............... 49

Yearly planer MAULstandard 2x6 months .............. 49

Yearly planner MAULstandard ............................... 48
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» OUR SYMBOLS

In order to understand the special advantages of our products 

All MAUL products have at least a 2 year 

98%
RECYCLABLE



»CONCENTRATION / 
EFFICIENCY 
The workspace is becoming a retreat for 
tasks that require lengthy periods of con-
centration. This is a peaceful environment 
where your stress level falls and you can 
work in a shielded setting without any dis-

dividing walls provide privacy. Quiet spaces 
and “think” spaces are used for relaxation, 
while also facilitating concentrated work 
on an individual basis. Phone calls are 
made from sound-insulated audio rooms 
where 100% silence is guaranteed. Flexible 

and productivity increase.

CREATIVITY / 
COMMUNICATION 

interacting. People meet up face-to-face 

nication culture facilitates creativity and 
rapid knowledge transfer. There need to be 
spaces large enough to cater for teamwork. 

can be developed in a fun way. Mobile 
presentation tools that can be adapted to 
the size of the team provide assistance with 

»TOMORROW’S WORLD OF WORK

»CONCENTRATION
EFFICIENCY

»CREATIVITY
COMMUNICATION
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WORK-LIFE 
INTEGRATION
The boundaries between work and home 

lives are merging due to digitisation. There 
is a desire for feel-good surroundings that 
generate satisfaction and maintain health. 
Ergonomics are not only important in the 

being created along with recreation zones 
and relaxation oases. There, in contrast to 
the work areas, the emphasis is on de-digiti-
sation. Biophilic design is an ongoing trend: 
connectivity with nature via plants and other 
natural elements facilitates well-being
and improves air quality.

MOBILITY /
FLEXIBILITY 
Working when and where you want. Data 
and information come from the cloud 
and can be accessed anywhere via mobile 
devices. This means you’re free to choose 
where you want to work, depending on 
your personal situation and the tasks on 
hand. It may mean working in co-working 
spaces or from home, and desk-sharing at 

in “privacy areas” and attending a meeting 
in the “creative center” an hour later. When 
it’s time for a break, you can enjoy some 
relaxing music in the “quiet room” before 
preparing for the next meeting on a train or 
plane.

»WORK-LIFE
INTEGRATION

»MOBILITY
FLEXIBILITY

153



A shielded setting is the key to concentrated 
work. Mobile moderation boards provide 
the necessary privacy. At the same time, 
the various different surfaces can be used 
for visualising information. Another factor 
to consider is ergonomics, as body posture 
is mostly static in the case of focused ac-

Therefore furniture that can be adapted to 
the user, such as height-adjustable desks, 
are important. Footrests are helpful if the 
desk height is unsuitable. There is also a 
need for lamps that can be adapted easily 
to movements of the desk and provide 
direct illumination of the workstation. The 
best option is variable lighting intensity and 
colour temperature to cater for every task.

This is where we appeal to the senses, as 
the working environment should be attrac-
tive, sustainable and comfortable. Products 

-
sion methods satisfy the need to save 
resources. Memo boards and clipboards 
made from natural materials such as cork 
or wood also meet the need for sustain-
ability. An attractive wall clock or coloured 
accessories, for example the new colours 
from #colourmywork, provide personal 
touches. Heated ergonomic footrests and 
standing-height tables improve physical 
comfort and help you stay healthy. The 
same applies to lamps with alternating light 

for focused work and warm white light for 
meetings or relaxing breaks.

»CONCENTRATION
EFFICIENCY

»WORK-LIFE
INTEGRATION
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»CREATIVITY
COMMUNICATION

The business world is calling for products 
that are hard-wearing and thus meet the 
demands of ever-changing teams. Sturdy 
frames, durable materials and robust mount 

the most boisterous of creative thinkers. For 
large rooms, boards measuring up to 3 me-
tres in width are ideal. Double-sided mobile 

are easy to roll around. Suitable for writing, 
drawing and clamping and usable with 

– good boards are genuine all-rounders 
when it comes to creativity. If you’re 
short of desk space, a standing-height table 
is helpful; another option for individual 

work surface available.

»MOBILITY
FLEXIBILITY

A highly dynamic work situation calls for 
tools that are adjustable, both to the task 
on hand and, above all, to the people – 
products that you can easily take with you 
or move around. Rolling panels and boards 

and meeting zones, while also serving as an 
information medium. Movable, height-ad-
justable standing tables provide additional 
desk space as well as a surface on which 
to place miscellaneous items at meetings; 
moreover, they also ensure an ergonomic 
posture. Other helpful accessories include 
lamps that complement room lighting, 
provide direct illumination of the work 
surface and adapt to every movement of 

pocket. Equally useful are clipboards that 
can serve as a substitute for a table.



 Jakob Maul GmbH
Jakob-Maul-Straße 17
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bbn 4002390
ILN 40 02390 00000 0
WEEE Register No DE56172171
Art. No. 1100209.P226

OFML product data.
You will also fi nd details on
our 3D data on www.maul.uk.

Always up to date.
In the download area you will
always fi nd the latest catalogues
and advertising material.

» VISIT US ON www.maul.uk 
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All details at once.
With the 360° function you
can look at many products from
all sides. 

carbon neutral
natureOffice.com | DE-140-823659
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» WE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL: 
Tel.: +49 6063 502 270
export@maul.de
www.maul.uk

@
https://www.instagram.com/maulgmbh/




